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1CHAPTER I
A DESCRIPTION OP THE STUDY
Intr oduc 1 5. on
Since the inception of interscholastic athletics in
public secondary schools, countless claims have been
advanced on its behalf, in most instances in the absence of
proper documentation. Justification for interscholastic
athletics usually has been more or less subjective and
based on assumed benefits derived by the individual, the
school, and the community. Among the individual benefits
claimed have been those of a physical, mental, moral, and
social nature. The present study, however, attempts only
to determine relationships between specified values of stu-
dent groups and interscholastic athletics.
Many of the qualities attributed to interscholastic
athletics pertain to traits of character. Such traits
include individual courage, self-control, self-discipline,
2
responsibility, and dependability. A number of claims sug
gest that interscholastic athletics serves as well as
influences students in several ways, some of which include
doing one’s best under difficult circumstances, promoting
George E. Shepard and Richard E. Jamei’son, Inter-
scholasti c Athletic s (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Tnc
.
195J), p~ 57“
2Ibid.
2lessons of good sportsmanship, and imparting ideals of pub-
lic spirit and good citizenship. 3 other assertions maintain
thag interschool competition is conducive to the formation
of attitudes that exemplify fine living and self-discipline
and leads to fostering the development of desirable quali-
ties (self-sacrifice, team work, loyalty, and devotion to a
cause). A most often quoted rationale contends that
athletics provide many lifelike situations which have mean-
mg end purpose to the competitor and which contribute to
his development as a good citizen and an individual of
5
ethical character.
Most of the claims forwarded on behalf of interscho-
lastic athletics have been based on the assumption that per-
sonnel of high caliber and enlightened leadership have
guided programs of interschool competition; even given that
assumption, however, scholarly research is still lacking to
substantiate the aforementioned contentions. It is for this
reason that the present study has focused on one of the sev-
eral areas often designated as recipients of positive influ-
ence from interscholastic athletics; i.e., student societal
and sportsmanship values.
The societal values which have been treated and
tested for are those generally accepted by school faculties
^Ibid.
,
3lbid. p. 6
.
3as values to be sought for by students. They include hon-
esty, responsibility, moral courage, loyalty, unselfishness,
and friendliness. Student approval and utilization of
these values constitute part of the objectives of the
school in that the root of good behavior is often the accep-
tance of the values of one’s culture.
^
In an effort to understand the role values play in
society, psychologists have attempted to define operation-
ally the concept of value. To some, values are concepts
concerned with the individual's orientation toward aspects
of his personal and impersonal environment and toward him-
self. To others, values indicate preference and are char-
acterized by a striving, directional, and dynamic character,
having much less concern with specific content than with
o
style, orientation, end overall purpose. Lewin and his
followers speak of values as influencing and guiding behav-
ior, determining which types of behavior have positive or
o
negative valence, but not having the character of a goal.
Lee J. Cronbach, Educational Psychology (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World Co.
, ^IJTTpT ZT.
—
7Marian R. Yarrow, "The Measurement of Children's
Attitudes end Values," chap, xvi in Handbook of Research
In Child Development
, ed. by Paul K. Musser (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., I960), p. 6i|6
.
8Seth Arsenian, "Panel Reactions," in Values in Sports
(Washington, D.C.: American Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, 1963), p. 20.
O
Kurt Lewin e t a 1
. ,
"Level of Aspiration," in Person-
ality and Behavior Disorders, ed. by J. Hunt (New York:
Ronald, 195577 p. 15-
kIn light of the present research, the latter two concepts
of value are most acceptable; the first, on the other hand,
is more descriptive of the concept of attitude.
In terms of the present study, the values incorpo-
rated by secondary students are deemed extremely important
in influencing student present end future behavior; as pre-
viously implied, student values often determine which of
many answers to a problem is regarded as best. It is for
this and similar reasons that school authorities recommend
that teachers, regardless of subject matter, infuse into
their courses and transmit to their students favorable soci-
etal values. Some curriculum areas, such as social studies
and athletics, however, lend themselves more readily to
inculcating values then do others.
In observing the impact end importance values can
have on students and society, by acknowledging the unsubstan-
tiated claims of interscholastic athletics, and accepting
the school's responsibility in both of these areas, the
reseercher has ettempted to determine if there is any rela-
tionship between specified values of student groups and a
segment of the school curri culum--interscholas tic athletics.
To recapitulate, those persons who are active in
the leadership of athletics claim that athletics are respon-
sible for many of che attitudinal and value formations that
occur among various subgroups of the student body, especially
those subgroups which participate directly in interscholastic
5ethletics. Because the efforts to develop athletic programs
arc costly end time-consuming, both educators and laymen
often raise questions pertaining to the worth of interschc-
lestic ethletics. Some of these questions refer to the fol-
lowing concerns: ( 1 ) Do significant differences in the
desirability of sportsmanship values exist among student
groups associated with interscholastic athletics in varying
degrees? (2) Do significant differences in the desirability
of societal values exist among student groups associated with
interscholastic athletics in varying degrees? ( 3 ) Do pro-
grams of interscholastic athletics foster a positive trans-
ference of training (values) to the day-to-day activities of
participating students.
Problem Statement
The teachers of athletics believe that a fundamental
purpose of interscholastic athletics is to develop desirable
student sportsmanship and societal values. Consequently, the
researcher’s primary inquiry is: Are such desirable values
developed and, if so, are they carried into day-to-day
activity among the following high school senior males:
(1) varsity participants in interscholastic athletics,
(2) spectators of interscholastic athletics,
those students who have attended more than one-
third of all their school’s (spectator type)
athletic contests as spectators,
6(3) nonspectators of interscholastic athletics,
those students who have attended less than one-
third of all their school's (spectator type)
athletic contests as spectators.
In essence, this study is concerned with the differ-
ences in values among student groups associated with inter-
scholastic athletic programs in varying degrees and manners
in the school environment. Based upon the test results, the
researcher will be able to infer whether or not interscho-
lastic athletics influences desirable sportsmanship and soci-
etal values among specified student groups.
In resolving the preceding relationships, the
researcher examined the nature and character of values, the
degree to which students were able to learn or change values
at the secondary school level, and the many attributes
accorded to interscholastic athletics.
Si gnif icance of the Problem
The significance of this problem has been substanti-
ated and validated by the growing concern of school adminis-
trators, school board members, and parents over the increas-
ing amount of financial effort and time devoted to interscho-
lastic auhletics. Questions have been raised over the
relative value of such athletics to students snd whether the
money and efforts expended on interscholastic athletics have
been disporportionate to the benefits received by students.
7Other questions have been concerned with whether or not the
participants in ir.terscholastic athletics are the only stu-
dents to develop so-called added values (sportsmanship and
societal), be they positive or negative; and if these
values are worth the time, effort, and financial burden that
is imposed upon the school system.
As one of the primary purposes of this study is to
enable school administrators to meke more objective and
enlightened educational decisions in regard, to interscho-
lastic athletic programs, it is hoped that the researcher’s
findings will yield meaningful insight in contributing to
this end. In specific terms, it is expected that the find-
ings of this study will enable secondary school administra-
tors to be in a more advantageous position to assess student
benefits derived from interscholastic athletic programs.
With such added knowledge at hand, administrators should be
more able to organize athletic programs in proper perspec-
tive in terms of program objectives, personnel policies,
finances, and public relations. An impact on the teaching
and coaching of athletics should also follow from the ana-
lyzed data as teachers and coaches should be able to correct
deficiencies if present programs are not producing the
desired results.
Hypotheses
The overarching objective of this study is to
8determine the nature end extent of differences in selected
student values, if sny, among student groups associated with
interscholastic athletics in varying degrees. In order tc
expedite this intention, the researcher tested the following
null hypotheses:
1* There 8re no significant differences in the desir-
ability of sportsmanship values between the athletic partici-
pant and spectator groups.
2. There are no significant differences in the desir-
ability of sportsmanship values between the athletic partici-
pant and nonspectator groups.
3. There are no significant differences in the desir-
ability of sportsmanship values between the spectator and
nonspectator groups.
i|. There are no significant differences in the desir-
ability of societal values between the athletic participant
8nd spectator groups.
5. There are no significant differences in the desir-
ability of societal values between the athletic participant
and nonspectator groups.
6. There are no significant differences in the desir-
ability of societal values between the spectator and nonspec-
tator groups.
7. Thero is no positive, significant correlation between
the societal and sportsmanship values of athletic partici-
pants .
98. There is no positive, significant correlation
between the societal and sportsmanship values of spectators.
9. "here is no positive, significant correlation between
the societal and sportsmanship values of nonspectators.
10. The socioeconomic level of students does not influ-
ence significant differences in the desirability of student
sportsmanship values among student groups (athletic partici-
pants, spectators, and nonspectators).
11. The socioeconomic level of students does not influ-
ence significant differences in the desirability of student
societal values among student groups (athletic participants,
spectators, and nonspectators).
12. There are no significant differences in the desir-
ability of sportsmanship values among the five test schools.
13. There ore no significant differences in the desir-
ability of societal values among the five test schools.
14.
There is no positive and significant correlation
among the five test schools between the desirability of stu-
dent sportsmanship values and the support each school pro-
vides in the form of number of coaches per sport, number of
sports offered, and funds budgeted for interscholastic athlet-
ics per senior male.
Assumptions and L im i
t
at ion s
It should be recognized that many student values,
whether of a societal or athletic nature, ere developed
10
independently of the school environment. Home, peer group,
and neighborhood influences play major roles in developing
the way individuals view and perceive their total environ-
ment. The school, however, also plays a significant role
m developing the affective areas of individuals and must
share the responsibility for the total development of its
students. It is highly doubtful, however, that any study
could isolate entirely the school's influence on an indi-
vidual or attribute the degree to which an individual's
growth is dependent upon the school. The scarcity of knowl-
edge in this area is partially due to the multitude of vari-
ables in an individual's environment--all of which contrib-
ute to his growth. It is suspected by many, however, that
individual values can end do change from the influences of
secondary school; end it is hopeful that the results of this
study might uncover some
-
of these changes.
As in the present study, the degree to which student
values in sportsmanship behavior and in day-to-day activi-
ties can be solely attributed to interscholastic athletics
~is~limited. Nevertheless
,
in terms of the desirability of
societal and sportsmanship values, this study was able to
reveal the various relationships that existed between stu-
dent groups and interscholastic athletics. In addition,
tests of significance were able to determine if significant
differences existed between subgroups of the student body.
This enabled the researcher to accept or reject the formulated
11
nun hypotheses at both the
.01 and
.05 levels of confidence
--the significant levels for this study.
As indicated, it was the intention of the researcher
to uncover the statuses of many of the value relationships
that existed between specified student groups and interscho-
lastic athletics. In no way, however, were these relation-
ships to be interpreted as eause-and-effeet results. The
researcher, however, has reserved the right to formulate Ms
own inferences based upon the resultant relationships.
In structuring the research design, the researcher
has chosen to treat the six value measurements of the socie-
tal value inventory as a composite score. This has reflected
students ’ general behavior on the selected values as opposed
to their behavior on each specific value.
A final limitation of this study has resulted because
of the socioeconomic composition of the test population.
Approximately all of the test students were members of one
of three socioeconomic classifies tions--upper middle, lower
middle, and upper lower. The upper end lower ends of the
socioeconomic spectrum were not represented, largely because
the geographic location of the test schools. As a result,
the spectrum was narrowed and opportunities were thus
limited to observe snd compare student test performances on
the basis of a wide range of socioeconomic levels.
12
—5
^
nj-tion of Important Terms
In order to understand the conducted research in its
entiiety, an explanation of the following terminology as
used in the context of this study is deemed appropriate:
1. Interscholastic athletics-organized competition
among varsity teams of different high schools in designated
sports
.
2. Athletic participants
--senior male students who are
members of their school's highest-level athletic team which
represents the school in interscholastic competition in
designated sports; students designated as athletic partici-
pants will have engaged in at least three seasons of one
sport, or one season of three different sports, or any com-
bination of sports participation totaling three seasons.
3. Nonspectators
--senior male students who have
attended less than one-third of the spectator-type athletic
contests or less than fifteen contests of their school dur-
ing the past academic year.
i|. Spectators--senior male students who have attended
one-third or more of the spectator-type athletic contests
or at least fifteen contests of their school during the past
academic year.
5. Student sportsmanship values--general preferences
and beliefs held by students which guide their behavior in
athletic competition.
13
6. Student societal values--general preferences and
beliefs held by students which guide their behavior in day-
day activity; societal values to be treated in the text
are those generally accepted by school faculties as values
to be sought for by students.
7. Responsibility--the individual who shows responsi-
bility fulfills tasks expected of him; he accepts duties
voluntarily and seeks out opportunities for service; he is
punctual and willing to face difficulties in carrying out
what is expected of him; he shows these qualities at home,
m school, in his relationship to peers, and to employers. 10
8. Loyalty-
-the person who makes sacrifices for an insti
tution, a group of people, or an individual with whom the sub
ject feels identified, or with whom the subject feels a com-
mon bond; to act for the best interests of such an institu-
tion, group of people, or individual, even at the cost of
personal embarrassment or hardship. 11
9. Honesty--the person who is characterized by integrity
and straightforwardness in conduct, thought, and speech; he
is one free from fraud, and considered truthful and upright
1 pin his behavior.
10.
Friendliness
--the person who acts kindly or amicably
10Robert Havighurst and Hilda Taba, Adolescent Char-
(New York: John Wiley & Sons,' Inc..'*
1959), p. 247.
11
Ibid
.
, p. 5.
12 Ibid., p. 265.
to others with freedom from hostility; he values friendships
and is willing to defend or help others in difficult situs-
tions.
n * M°ro1 00ur88e the person who in the face of extreme
difficulty or self-risk will stand up for what he deems to
be right or what he believes to be ethical behavior. 1^
12.
Unselfishness-
-an individual who is not overly con-
cerned with personal self-interest, especially at the expense
of others, but rather will take others into consideration
when making decisions.
13. Socioeconomic level—an individual's standing on the
three criteria--occupation, educational attainment, and
family income; final socioeconomic class designation is based
on the average score of the three criteria (class designa-
tions: upper middle, lower middle, and upper lov/er). 1^
14. Desirability-
-the degree of acceptance or worthiness
of the values of student groups as determined by scores on
the instruments utilized in this study.
13lbid.
,
p. 269. ^Ib;id., p. 271.
•^Max Rutzick, Working P aper Number 13: Methodology
and Scores of Socio Economic Status (Washlngt on
.
D.G
.
:
Bureau of the Census, 196fT)",
_
p. 3~
15
CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH
In examining the litereture extensively, no evidence
of e comprehensive study on the specific problems outlined
above has been found. There exists, however, a great wealth
contributory litereture that is pertinent to the problem
area. Such related literature can add to the background
understanding of the concepts treated in the present study.
Related research reported in this section will include and
be representative of experimental and survey studies con-
ducted in the field of education and athletics. Written
opinions of leaders in athletics will also be reviewed as
they relate to the problem. The review of research will
encompass four areas: (1) character and values studies,
(2) interscholastic athletics in the schools, (3) sportsman-
ship studies, and (4) opinions from leaders in athletics.
Character and Value Studies
The present study utilizes two concepts--values end
interscholestic athletics. This section of the related
research will concern itself with character and value studies
as they relate to the specified research.
In studying the nature and character of values in
the context of the present study, the researcher was primarily
16
interested in learning whether the values possessed by indi-
viduals were: ( 1 ) unchangeable and absolute by the first
year of high school and ( 2 ) completely influenced and shaped
solely by the family. If fche two preceding queries were
nswerable in the affirmative, it would have suggested that
interscholastic athletics could not have any influence on
the values possessed by students. This, in turn, would have
destroyed the arguments offered by leaders in athletics who
have maintained that interscholastic athletics were partly
responsible for the value formations of participants.
The following group of studies pertains to the nature
of values and attempts to answer the two points brought forth
above
.
Havighurs t and Taba have examined factors influencing
character and its development. They have both contended that
the child learns values from two general sources: (1) from
the adults who have prestige in his eyes and (2) from his own
16
age group. Havighurst readily admits, however, that the
most important single influence on values or character is the
home. Both authors, nevertheless, have maintained that not
only through the home but also through the school, the
church, the jouth organizations, the recreational agencies,
end the informal peer culture of uhe children’s own world
have values and moral standards been taught to boys and girls
•^Ha vighurs t and Taba, Adolescent Character and Per-
sonalit y, p. 28.
17
by their parents, teachers, and other adults in positions of
prestige and by leaders of their own age groups. 17
Tabs has added to her position on character and value
development by suggesting that "the development of character,
es is true of any socialising process, takes place in an emo-
tional context and in relation to other personalities; that
the by-play of feelings and emotions has a profound influence
on the nature of moral beliefs and their efficacy in influenc
mg conduct; that good emotional adjustment is, therefore, an
important prerequisite for desirable character development in
adolescence .
"
1 ®
Peck and Havighurst in their studies have strongly
emphasized the importance of the family in character develop-
ment and have noted the stableness of character from age ten
on. They have contended that case studies have suggested
that, whatever pattern of moral behavior and character struc-
ture a child has shown by ten years of age, he is far more
likely than not to display it into late adolescence and for
the rest of his life. The door was left open for change,
however, when the authors noted that prolonged, deep-going
influences experienced by the individual could cause transi-
21
t ion
.
17Ibid
.
. p. kS- 18 Ibid
.
,
p. 96.
^Robert Havighurst and Robert Peck, The Psychology
*Le Development (New York: John Wiley~& Sons7~Tnc .I960), p. 137.
20Ibid
.
21 Ibid.
18
Peck end Hcvighurst themselves have conceded that
the school is a laboratory for the learning of moral and
intellectual characteristics and that the people outside the
immediate family might influence the moral character of a
child through their personal relations with him
.
22
Further evidence of the changeability of values has
come from Havighurst and Neugarten in Society and
as they have advocated that the school milieu and peer group
norms could significantly modify the effects of social class
in influencing the adolescent's values
.
23
Louis Paths et el. have drawn on Benjamin Bloom's
findings m StabijJ.tx. and Change in Human Cha racterist ics.
These findings have suggested that environmental factors have
the greatest effect on an individual at the time when the
quality in question has been in its most rapid period of
pj
growth. The authors have contended that values are in
their most rapid growth between the years of ten to sixteen,
thereby implying that environmental factors during these
years have strong influences on an individual's values.
^
2 2Ibid
.
. p. 152 .
23
, ,
Robert Havighurst and Bernice Neugarten, Society£nd_Education (Eoston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 196.717 p. 196.
^4-Benjamin Bloom, Stability end Change in Human Char-
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, inc
. ,
196577“ p . 210.
25Louis E. Reths, Merrill Harmin, and Sidney B. Simon,
Va lue s and Te a ch in
g
(Columbus: Charles E. Merrill Books,
Inc., 1966), pp. 222-223.
19
Raths further has indicated that family influence on
children values has been weakening and that children have
become^exposed more to other sources for their value forma-
tions. He has substantiated this claim by acknowledging
the growing amount of family instability caused by broken
homos
,
working mothers, the character of the father's job,
family mobility, and the new means of mass communication.
He has summarized his position on value formation by acknowl-
edging "values as constantly being related to the experiences
that shape them and test them."
veritie® "f,£°r 6ny person > so much hard and fast
If lif •
th6y 8re the results of hammering out a stvleO life m a certain set of surroundings. After asnffici ®n
^
® rao
Vnt of hammering, certain patterns of evaluating
! Sf“-
t
e i
deVel °P- Certain thing? arl treate!
o?r iSues ?27 ’ °r Worthy - These tend to become
In an attempt to determine whether the values of col-
lege students changed during their four years of study, Camp-
bell administered the "Study of Values" inventory to 200 sub-
jects equally distributed over the college years. 28 She con-
cluded that there were no appreciable changes in students’
values during the four-year college experience. There were,
however, highly significant differences in the means of the
values themselves. This suggested a highly significant pat-
terning of student values which depended very likely upon the
26
Ibiii*> pp. 15 - 18 . 27 Ibid.
,
p. 28 .
^^Doris Campbell, "Differences of Values Among Col-
lege Students at Different Class Levels" (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation. University of Florida, 1962).
20
actual objectives of the institutions studied and which
depended especiall 3 upon the culture of the community on area
from which the students came.
Arsenian, on the other hand, in presenting a paper
on "Development of Values with Special Reference to College
years," commented on several value studies which have
revealed value changes. 9 For example, with reference to
Jacob's study, "Changing Values in College," Arsenian advo-
cated that "values can and do change on the college level,
but for them to do so there must be a consistently stimulat-
ing, supporting, and invigorating climate ."'’0
In on effort to compile studies dealing with changes
in attitudes and values, Webster, Freedman, and Heist combined
to write a paper entitled "Personality Changes in College Stu-
dents." Their results which follow tend to conform to com-
mon-sense expectation.
Students change in many ways during college. Usuallythere are increases in the amount of information pos-sessed about various topics and in degrees of skill inperforming certain tasks. There are changes in inter-
ests, which are often accompanied by changed attitudestoward the self and world. And in some cases there are
29Seth Arsenian, "Development of Values
Reference to College Years" in Values in Sports
D.C.: American Association for Health, Physical
end Recreation, 1963 ), pp. 51-60.
With Special
(Washington
,
Education
3°Ibid
.. p. 57 .
3]
M
Harold Webster, Marvin Freedman, and Paul Heist,
Personality Changes in College Students," in The American
C ollege
,
ed. by Nevitt Sanford (New York: John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., 1962), p. 811.
I21
wore fundamental Dsrsonfil ? fv
emergence of new values. 32
y ‘ S<5S
’
acc °mpanied by the
In reexamining the two queries put forth at the begin-
ning of this section, we are now able to formulate responses
in light of the present study. Substantial evidence has been
brought forth supporting the changeability of individuals'
values at different ages when they are exposed to various
influences. Evidence of how individuals outside the family
can influence and change the values of others has also been
established
.
Leaders in athletics, in defending their position,
have maintained that programs
-within interscholastic athletics
possess all of those factors which are necessary to influence
and possibly to change individuals' values in a positive man-
ner. These factors include adult models, peer group associa-
tions, an emotional context, and adults in positions of pres-
tige
.
The exposure and accessibility of individuals to out-
side influences and the changeability of values during high
school, be they positive or negative, lends added signifi-
cance to the objectives of this study.
Interscholastic Athletics in the Schools
From the viewpoint of many students and athletic per-
sonnel, interscholastic athletics takes on on important role
32 Ibid.
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in the school environmentX. u. Ihe following group of studies
tends to reinforce this view.
?n recognizing the importance of an emotional context
for character development and value change, as similarly sug-
gested by Taba, Jamerson and Shepard have advocated on behalf
of interscholastic athletics that athletics occupy a stra-
tegic position among the school subjects for guiding and
modifying the emotions. 33 Additionally, they have contended
that the good teacher or coach has opportunities to observe
the individual in action, to commend socially acceptable
behavior, and to correct and counsel with those whose
responses were not of a desirable type. 3)+ They have main-
tained that in such an emotionalized atmosphere there is real
opportunity to encourage the development of such qualities
as sportsmanship, sociability, self-control, self-discipline,
cooperation, leadership, and followership.
Pert of the: rationale for many of the aforementioned
claims is based on the unique position interscholastic ath-
letics has in the school environment. James Coleman, in a
study, has referred to this position and has reinforced it
by stating that "athletic teams provide a basis for intensive
and prolonged association, more than any other activity in
f^George E. Shepard and Richard E. Jemerson, Inter-
iL9llgl g stlc Athletics (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc".
1953), p. 6.
-^Ib id
., p. 9.
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school." 35 With such associations it is indeed possible
that substantial influence could be exerted on athletic par-
ticipants and possibly nonparticinents as well.
In another study by Coleman entitled Adolescent Seed -
et£, the implication was brought forth that the interscholos-
tic nature of athletic competition directed enormous energy
and enthusiasm toward athletics and athletes. 36 He main-
tained that, because of the existence of interscholastic
athletics, the student bodies of high schools have undergone
multiple altitudinal changes with resulting changes in behav-
ior. He added that significant student behavioral and atti-
tudinal dif i erences have been observed and measured between
schools which have interscholastic athletics
-and those which
have not.
It was the contention of Coleman that, whatever the
effects of the school curriculum, they were overbalanced,
especially for freshmen and sophomores, by the effects of
sports and by adolescent culture's focus on athletic events.
In support of this contention, Coleman, through the use of
questionnaires, uncovered a number of relationships between
athletes and the student body with its various subgroups.
These included (1) the identification with or emulation of
James Coleman, Adolesc ents and the Schools (New
York: Basic Books, Inc.., 19&5 ) , pTTfoT
^James Coleman, Adolescent Society (New York: Free
Press of Glencoe, 1961), pp . 1I1.3 -I63 .
athletes by undergraduate members of the school;
(2) the wish of students to be remembered as athletes rathlr
than brilliant students or merely •i students in general; (3)
the acceptance of athletes Into the elite student groups in
preference to other types of students; (1+) the attainment of
the highest score on such questions as number of friends
popularity with girls, being a member of the crowd, and bein
E
liked was obtained first by the category of scholar athlete,
followed by athlete, nonstudious scholar, studious scholar,
ledy's man, end student in general; (5) the function athletic
have in providing the initial focal or starting point around
Which the freshman class centers its attention; (6) the mass
media available are attended to less by star athletes than
Students in general; and (7) the avenue for attaining status,
recognition, and success in the eyes of the student body is
easiest through athletics.
Another attitudinal change experienced by students
end stressed by Coleman concerned freshmen and sophomores.
It was observed that during the summer vacations, when there
were no interscholastic athletics, students* desires to be
seen as brilliant students appeared; with the start of school
however, being seen as athletes became more important.
Coleman's rationale for some of the above behavior
was explained by the circumstance that interscholastic ath-
letics was almost the only means a school has of generating
internal cohesion and identification, for athletics
25
constituted the only activities in which the school partici-
pated as a unit. fte athletes' statures increased because
they were doing something for the school, the community, and
the student body.
The present study differs in direction from Coleman's.
While he was concerned about the status of the athlete in
high school society, the present study deals with differences
m societal and sportsmanship values among student groups
associated with interscholastic athletic programs in varying
degrees and manners
.
Sportsmanship Studies
One of the more frequent and popular expressions in
support of interscholastic athletics is that' it inculcates
good sportsmanship and moral habits among its participants.
Henry Link elaborates on this point by suggesting that sports-
manship is probably the clearest and most popular expression
37
of_morals
. The following group of experimental and descrip-
tive studies mors or less focuses on sportsmanship as it
relates to athletics.
In an attempt to analyze the sportsmanship attitudes
of college students, Kistler initiated a pilot study in
38
1954. His premise suggested that attitudes held about
37Henry C. Link, The Rediscovery of Morals (New York:
E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 191+7), p. 7.
3®Joy Kistler, "What Do We Know About the Attitudes
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behavior in specific situations in sports were fundamentally
and Inherently tied up with sportsmanship. The major portion
of the data used to support his generalisations which follow
was secured from male students enrolled in the basic physical
education classes at Louisiana State University.
The technique used in gathering the data consisted
of presenting ten specific sport situations with the behavior
of the participants described; the students were then asked
if they approved of the indicated behavior.
It appeared that one of the objectives of this study
was to ascertain how former high school athletic participants
compared to nonparticipants in regard to sportsmanship atti-
tudes. His results showed that the athletic participants had
poorer sportsmanship attitudes as defined in the study than
did the nonothletic participants.
In analyzing the results, Kistler nuintained that
experience in athletics as now conducted apparently makes
for poorer standards of sportsmanship." 39
The present study is concerned with the results of
-Kistler is work but goes beyond its scope in several ways.
Kislter’s subjects consisted of male college students enrolled
in physical education classes at one university, whereas the
Which People Hold Regarding Behavior in Specific Situations
Occurring in Sports?" (unpublished pilot study, Louisiana
State University, 3954), PP- 1-5.
39Ibid
.
.
p. 5.
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Present study involves high school male seniors enrolled in
several secondary schools. Differences in the student age
groups of the two studies is also a factor as "attitudes do
change and are strengthened and weakened by the course of
inner development and by the experiences of life."4° in
further conorast the present study is concerned with three
subgroups of the student body as opposed to the two subgroups
(athletes and nonathletes) studied by Kistler. Examination
of the degree of correlation which exists between the sports-
manship end the selected societal values of students in the
three subgroups has also been undertaken in the present study.
In an investigation similar to the one performed by
Kistler, Robert McAfee conducted a study of 85? sixth, sev-
enth, and eighth grade boys in situations commonly encountered
in junior high school physical education.^1 The study
revealed a significant difference at the .05 level of confi-
dence between the sportsmanship attitude of the various
grades. McAfee concluded that sportsmanship attitudes of
boys become progressively poorer from the sixth through the
eighth grades and suggested a need to revise the methods
used in teaching sportsmanship.
^°Edward L. Thorndike, The Psychology of Wants, Inter-
j
—and Attitude s (New York: Appleton-Century Co”, Inc.,
^Robert McAfee, "Sportsmanship Attitudes of Sixth,
Seventh, end Eighth Grade Boys," Research Quarterlv. XXVT
(March, 1955), p. 120.
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The McAfee study primarily concerned itself with the
Physical education program as opposed to the interscholastic
progran, as proposed in the present study. Tne present study
deals with a different population and goes beyond the scope
of the McAfee study.
In using a sample interview survey of 124 coaches
and a review of literature. Laughter indicated that the exist
ing societal environment has shaped present-day sports .'h2 He
suggested that, due to community interest in sports, exploi-
tation of sports programs has become prevalent. He also con-
tended that the commercial values of athletics have been the
source of many undesirable sports and athletic practices.
His study revealed that many athletic authorities do acknowl-
edge that some sports are practiced on a lower level than is
consistent with the ideals of sportsmanship. Such practices
have produced conflicts between ethical codes and practices
of various sports which have resulted in a weakening and dis-
tortion of values. Laughter concluded by advocating that the
spectacular elements of sports have been emphasized to the
detriment of positive character values.
A study conducted by Kehr attempted to reveal whether
or not participation or nonparticipation in organized Little
League Baseball affected the sportsmanship scores of a
^Robert J. Laughter, "Socio-Psychological Aspects ofthe Development of Athletic Practices and Sports Ethics"(unpublished Pn.D, dissertation, Ohio State University
1963 ).
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selected group of boys/13 Experimental and control groups
were formed as follows: Group I, Little League Baseball
players; Group II, boys who failed the Little League tryouts;
Group III, boys who had never tried out in a highly organized
sports program. The boys wore again divided into two sub-
groups constituting twenty eleven-year-olds and twenty twelve-
year-olds. The McAfee Preference Record was given to each
boy before and after the league season. It was concluded
from these tests that no statistically significant sportsman-
ship differences wore achieved by the participating or non-
participating boys.
In investigating the problems and attitudes of high
school athletes. Smith sought three objectives: (1) to deter-
mine if high school athletes showed improvements in their
attitudes as the result of a self-adjustive coach-athletic
conference approach to counseling; (2) to determine if indi-
viduals who had been successfully counseled differed from
those unsuccessfully counseled in the amount of attitude
improvement shown; and (3) to investigate the problems and
needs of high school athletes.^
The IAO Rating Scale and the Mooney Problem Checklist
Geneva B, Kehr
,
"An Analysis of Sportsmanship
Responses of Groups of Boys Classified as Participants and
Non-Participants in Organized Baseball" ( unpublished Ed.D,
dissertation. New York University, 1959).
^Edward J. Smith, "An Experimental Study of the Prob-
lems end Attitudes of High School Athletes" (unpublished Ed.D.
dissertation. University of Colorado, 1958).
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were administered to 100 athletes. One trained and two
untrained coach-counselors were employed to conduct the con-
ferences The statistical conclusions showed that the atti-
tudes of the experimental group did not differ from those of
the control group. The final conclusion was that athletes'
attitudes do not change as a result of this type of counsel-
ing experience.
In an attempt to determine the sportsmanship behavior
of students in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades, George
Bovyer selected children from two different schools for a
test sample. !|-5 To the students of one school he told twelve
stories containing sportsmanship situations. After listening
to the stories, the children wrote on what sportsmanship
meant to them. The pupils in the other school also wrote on
the same topic but did not hear the stories. It was con-
cluded that there was no significant difference between the
two groups
.
In attempting to determine the overt and covert
responses made on value judgments in sports situations,
-Slusher.. undertook a study comparing two groups of varsity
football players The athletes were divided into group A--
highly sportsmanlike--and group B-~highly unsportsmanlike--
kSdeorge Bovyer, "Children’s Concepts of Sportsman-
ship in the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grades," Research Quar-terly XXXIV (October, 1963 ), p. 16
.
^Howard Slusher, "The Overt and Covert Responses of
Football Players to a Test of Sportsmanship" (unnublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State University, 1962)*.
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as selected by the evaluation of their coaches. Each group
was given a psycho.,eter test which recorded the covert
responses of the athlete. No difference was found between
overt and covert responses of the athletes in two groups.
In administering the Haskins and Hartman tests of
thical responses m the area of sportsmanship on 233 college
students, Richardson concluded that students highly approved
the practice of taking advantage of a sport's situation if
they could get away with it
.
47
He stated that the associa-
tion between lower scores on sportsmanship tests and subsi-
dized athletics seemed to be pretty well established. He
failed to observe any gain in increasing the level of sports-
msnship in the college athletic program.
In investigating critical incidents in athletics,
Crawford attempted the following tasks: (l) to collect and
identify types of ethically critical conduct demonstrated in
actual situations by personnel connected with intercollegiate
athletics, and ( 2 ) to formulate acceptable ethical standards
by the respondents submitting the incidents .^8
Crawford surveyed 300 senior colleges and universities
of all sizes and types to find a total of 1,104 incidents of
^7Deane E. Richardson, "Ethical Conduct in SportsSituations, National College Fhysics.l Education Association
Proceedings Annuel Meeting, 1962, pp. 98-104
^ Melvin M, Crawford, "Critical Incidents in Inter-
collegiate Athletics and Derived Standards of Professional
Ethics" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, University of Texas,
I ) •
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ethlC8lly oritioe l behevior in athletic events. There was
significant statistical evidence that there is a difference
in lnCidentS ln cei 't8i" 8reas of ethical conduct as reported.
greater share of the incidents was relative to officiat-
ing (40 percent). Football end basketbaU uere ^
82 percent of the ethically critical events reported.
Prora statements of suggested ideal ethical conduct
supplied by respondents and from a study of the ninety-six
types of unethical action reported, there was derived a total
of 134 ethical standards or statements of correct ethical
action. Each statement of ethical standard was supported by
illustrations of type of critical incidents to which the
standard would apply. This statement of ethical standards
constituted a major finding of the study.
In a study on the ethically questionable actions of
college coaches, Harvey surveyed ?28 varsity lettermen from
midwestern colleges. He found that basketball and football
coaches were reported more frequently than were beseball end
track coaches
.
In trying to ascertain the sportsmanship attitudes of
college students toward situations in competitive athletics,
Flory distributed and retrieved over 2,000 opinioneires from
students representing sixty-nine universities and
[,o
_
..
, ,
R * Harvey, "An Evaluation of the Practices
of Selected Ethically Questionable Actions by College Athletic(unpublished P.E.D. dissertation, Indiana University,
1963 )
•
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colleges. The opinionaire described twenty-five situations
in football, basketball, golf, and tennis. Each situation
described a violation of sportsmanship conduct. Leaders in
physical education also replied to the opinionaire.
Plory concluded from the study that (1) there was
significant difference between approval and disapproval;
( 2 )
female college students have slightly better sportsmanship
attitudes than do male college students; ( 3 ) little differ-
ence was found in state, private, or denominational colleges;
di) intramural participation in high school or college had
no effect upon opinionaire responses; (5) no reliable differ-
ences were found between the sportsmanship of church members
and nonchurch members; (6) age end year in college may havo
a slight effect on replies; (7) a greater number of students
approved actions of poor sportsmanship in team sports than
m individual sports; (8) the section of the country in which
the college was located did not seem to affect responses; and
(9) approval of poor sportsmanship is greater in baseball
than in other- sports.
Flory concluded by stating that, on the basis of his
results, "unsportsmanlike attitudes seem to prevail among
college students to a considerable degree.
.
^°Glarcnce Flory, "Sportsmanship Attitudes of Col-lege Students Toward Situations in Competitive Athletics"(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. University of Texas, 1958).
^Ibid.
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Several of the studies reported on in the foregoing
section on apor tsmenship have revealed a negative relation-
ship between athletic participation and sportsmanship values.
Many of these studies, however, did not control or account
for the socioeconomic levels of their test samples. This
factor could have influenced the resultant relationships as
different socioeconomic groups reportedly possess or empha-
sise different value patterns. 52 In yet other studies, the
testing procedures utilized to test values often elicited
only whet students professed to believe rather than how they
actually behave in life situations. These deficiencies have
been controlled for in the present study as the researcher
has labeled each test subject in terms of his socioeconomic
level and has carefully selected the inventories in order to
elicit true student behavior.
O&llLiong from Leaders in Athletics
Most leaders in athletics tend to believe that inter-
scholastic athletics is an excellent vehicle for inculcating
desirable social traits in both student participants and
spectators. Some of these men realize, however, that such
benefits do not come automatically but have to be planned for
carefully. Nevertheless, most of the claims presently for-
warded on behalf of athletics still seem to be overly
Harper
52W. Lloyd Werner, Democracy in Jonesville
& Brothers, 1949), p7^5.
~
(New York:
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optimistic, me following samplings of opinion from leaders
in athletics treat various aspects of athletics and represent
the thoughts of many prominent individuals in the field.
Character development in athletics was the main theme
of a speech given by Reuben Frost, former president of the
American Association for Health, Physieal Education and Rec-
reation, in August, 1965, to the International Olympic Acad-
emy. Frost indicated:
asu.rr.Sf rsrys'ys;and cooperation are examples. *
Frost implied that if individuals can and will apply the
principles learned in competitive sports much can be accom-
plished.
The abstracted comments presented by Frost are repre-
sentative of many of the statements made by leaders in athlet-
ics. Many such leaders assume that experiences in athletics
are basically similar to experiences faced in day-to-day
activity. Not only do many maintain that what is learned in
athletics will automatically carry over into actual life
situations, but they also further assume that the principles
acquired in interscholastic athletics are desirable and
should be transferred to other areas. Until present time,
however, there have been no objective studies which ascertain
36
the extent to which the principles learned in 8thletios fire
d6Slrable t0 thG dSSree they ere transferable to the
daily environment
. The present study will partially attempt
to address itself to these points.
In a paper delivered at a meeting of the Football
Rules Committee in Tennessee, Jackson directed his remarks
to outcomes in athletics. 53 He suggested that the secondary
school athletic program, if properly conducted, could be of
lasting value to students and athletes, or it could do last-
ing harm. Jackson contended, for example, that harm could
come from students observing violations of rules. He con-
cluded by indicating that it is impossible to know the full
impact upon a community when a very few are taught to dis-
regard rules and regulations; in such instances the evil
could be multiplied over and over through the years.
Calloway Taulbee, in commenting on interscholastic
athletics, maintained that good citizenship must result from
all coaching and from all interschool competition. 5^ He sug-
gested that the education of the youth of the nation fails
unless it creates the proper ideals and attitudes, both in
Receive
Ns tiona
1959 ).
53S. D. Jackson, "What Our Sons Should and Should Notfrom. Athletic Participation" (address at the Member
1 Alli8nce Football Rules Committee meeting, September 9
''Calloway Taulbee, "The National Association ofSecondary School Principals Looks at Interscholastic Athlet-ics (address at the National Federation Annual Meeting
July, I960). &
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... «... «d orr field. Taulbee
number of students accommodated and the educational aims
use of tax funds for athletics, Taulbee suggested that ath-
letic orientated programs should be initiated .J-niLiat to reach all
nonpar tic i pa tine student-^o ents and community followers of the
school teams in nrdpr> ensure a proper understanding and
appreciation of the sports’ skills and of h-.- , _13 a the need for adher-
ence to principle of games' ethics.
In its July, i960, report. The National Association
of Secondary School Principals presented recommendations on
athletics
, It suggested that, in addition to the value
accruing to participants in athletics, the entire student bodj
and community might benefit in the following ways: (1) by
developing an understanding and appreciation of the place
interscholastic sports occupy in American culture and develop-
ing sound educational attitudes; (2) by educating the student
body in tne appreciation of sports and the best way to enjoy
them from the point of view of good sportsmanship; (3) by
serving as the focal point for morale, spirit, and loyalty of
the students by providing common meeting ground for enthusiasm
which is shared by all; (ip) by providing a wholesome program
of sports in which students, parents, patrons, and friends of
the school may share, to the end that the loyalty of these
.
„o
ThG Nat i°nal Association of Secondary School Prin-cipals, Recommendations on Athletics for All,” July, i960.
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groups to the school may be constantly renewed, strengthened,
end united.
In fairness to the claims advanced cn behalf of inter _
scholastic athletics by several of its spokesmen, it should
bo realized that many of the contentions have been accompanied
by qualifications
. A number of these qualifications have
successful athletic programs, enlightened support, personnel,
and leadership must come from superintendents of schools,
principals, teachers, coaches, student bodies, and communities
,
rtheloss, as previously indicated, even given the desired
ingredients for athletic programs schnlarOv n-vt tuns
, noi lj research is still
lacking to substantiate many of the claims forwarded.
Summary
The literature reviewed in the related research has
shed light on the two concepts utilized in this study--values
and interscholastic ethletics--but in no way have these
studies encompassed the scope or the intent of the present
undertaking
.
Distinctive features of the present research include
its (1) test population; (2) involvement with secondary inter-
scholastic programs; (3) treatment of both sportsmanship and
societal values; and (I4.) potential implications for school
administration, teaching, and athletic coaching.
The related literature suggests the changeability of
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values and the extent to which they are influenced by and
exposed to environmental factors; the great attention, impor-
tance, and status attached to interscholastic athletics in
the school environment; the negative influence or absence of
desirable influence interscholastic athletics has on student
sportsmanship values; and the potential interscholastic ath-
letics has for becoming a vehicle for promoting desirable stu
dent values.
Because many of the studies in the related research
have utilized different types of test populations, objectives
and techniques in arriving at their conclusions, it is unwise
to generalize collectively about their results in terms of
the present study. It is appropriate, however, to acknowl-
edge the existent inconsistencies between the positive claims
forwarded on behalf of athletics and the negative findings of
some of the preceding studies. These inconsistencies should
cause school personnel to begin to question the value inter-
scholastic athletics has in today's school curriculum. Such
questioning has given impetus to this study as the researcher
has deemed it necessary to conduct further research into the
field of athletics. It is his hope that this research will
aid in the continuing effort to determine the total value
interscholastic athletics has to the school program and to
the students.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES
In order to carry out the etudy, the writer received
the cooperation of neighboring high schools having Warship
in the Cooperative School Service Center-an educational
study council comprised of fifty-five school systems in
western Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Connect!-
cut
.
Popul ation and Sampl e
The study population came from five high schools,
most of which make up the partial membership
. of several ath-
letic conferences. Within each high school, the researcher
sought to include the entire senior male enrollment as the
test population. These students were invited to respond in
writing to one information blank, one inventory on sportsman-
ship values, and one inventory on selected societal values.
The utilization o± specified Western Massachusetts high
schools as test schools ensured that students who were part
of the test population came from schools of similar size and
who were exposed to somewhat similar geographical and environ-
mental influences. The high schools themselves were specifi-
cally chosen on the basis of their total school enrollment,
senior male population, and proximity to the University of
4i
Massachusetts. These procedures were taken to secure a some-
what homogeneous test population in terms of the environments
that the test subjects had been subjected to.
Donegal Design
The selected inventories and information blanks were
administered by the researcher to the test population near
the completion of the entire 1967-68 fall, winter, and spring
.
high SOh001 SP0rt schedules. The inventory on societal
and the student, information blank were the first mate-
rials administered. The administration of the inventory on
sportsmanship values occurred after a one- to two-week inter-
val had elapsed. Each round of testing took place within a
week as all test subjects responded to the materials admin-
istered by the researcher in their respective high schools.
A final form, an information blank designed for school admin-
istrators, was given to the high school athletic directors by
the researcher to be completed at their earliest convenience.
After all forms had been administered and scored, the
researcher divided the test population into subgroups accord-
ing to student characteristics (Table 1). The first grouping
was based on student association with interscholastic athlet-
ics. Each student was designated as either an athletic par-
ticipant, a spectator, or a nonspectator.
The second grouping was based on student socioeconomic
data. Each student was designated as in either the upper-
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middle class, lower-iddle class, or upper-lower class on thebesis of criteria established by the Bureau of Census of the
U.S. Department of Commerce.
The third grouping was based on school attendance.
Each student was divided into one of five groups on the basis
Of the school he attended.
7
After all students were appropriately divided, group
scores were treated statistically by several methods in order
to ascertain the various relationships which existed. The
specific statistical procedures utilized on the data have
been specified in Chapter IV under the section entitled
"Treatment of Date.”
Instruments
Two information blanks and two inventories were
utilized in collecting data by the researcher. The informa-
tion blanks were devised by the researcher; one was adminis-
tered to the test population; the second, to the athletic
directors of the test schools. The sportsmanship inventory
which was used was entitled the "Action-Choice Tests for Com-
petitive Sports Situations" by Hartman and Haskins.^6 The
inventory used to test selected societal values was entitled
’Life Problems" by Havighurst and Taba as used in their
.
^Be tty Hartman and Mary Jane Haskins, "ASolving Test of Sportsmanship" (unpublished Ph.D.
Ohio State University, 1959).
Problem-
thesis
,
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Prairie City study.
^
The information blanks were designed
sary facta about each student and his school
to obtain neces-
in the test
population,
was asked for
sports teams
Information pertaining to the following areas
: student socioeconomic background, varsity
participated on by number of years, school team
records by sport, student attendance at
senior male enrollment, amount of funds
scholastic athletics, number of coaches
membership
.
athletic contests,
budgeted for inter-
per sport, and league
The inventory prepared by Haskins and Hartman which
was used to measure the quality of student sportsmanship
values was composed of questions that cover some of the cur-
rent practices in athletics. The students were presented
specific sport situations with the behavior of the partici-
pants described. They were then asked to select from among
five alternatives the course of action they thought to be
most appropriate. Most of the sports situations presented
had violated a rule or its "spirit."
As the Haskins and Hartman inventory did not have a
reported validity and reliability coefficient, the researcher
had to ascertain these scores independently. In obtaining
the validity coefficient, the researcher administered a
• . _
^Robert Havighurst and Hilda Taba, "Lifeln
_
H°l e
‘Lg_€!-n -t Character and Personality (New York*
& Sons, Inc., 1949 )7" PP . 2^^27jT
Problems ,
"
John Wiley
questionnaire to selected facultv mh* „y. Tht, questionnaire treated
similar sportsmanship values that were tested for in the
inventory administered to the test population. Each selected
faculty member was asked to answer the questionnaire in the
way in which he thought the designated student (on whose
behalf he was responding) would have behaved in the specified
situations. Their answers were based upon their past observe,
tions of the student's behavior in day-to-day activity.
Faculty selection was based upon knowledge of the selected
students
.
The student names which the faculty responded on
behalf of were randomly chosen and corresponded to 10 percent
of the total number of students taking the sportsmanship
inventory (thirty). Hie researcher then paired the responses
obtained from the faculty-administered tests to the corre-
sponding responses obtained from the student tests and pro-
ceeded to utilize the Pearson Product-Moment Method to compute
the validity coefficient, of the sportsmanship inventory. The
resultant coefficient was
.63 which was significant at the
.01 level of confidence.
In order to secure e reliability coefficient for the
sportsmanship inventory, the researcher randomly selected
10 percent of the student inventories (thirty) and proceeded
to conduct split half tests of reliability. The Pearson
Product-Moment Method was used to compute the coefficient.
The resultant reliability coefficient was .79 which was
46
significant at the
.01 level of confidence.
"Life Problems" inventory was used to elicit and
measure the desirability of selected societal values held by
students. The values measured as previously indicated were
those which guide and influence the behavior of students and
wmch take part in their decision-making processes. The
inventory presented to the test population eight behavioral
situations in which the students selected both a course of
action and the reasons for their selection. In many instances
the students were forced to choose between and among values
as they presently do in real life situations. The behavioral
situations on the inventory were designed to measure actual
or simulated student behavior as the students were directed
to place themselves into the described situations.
As on the preceding inventory, the "Life Problems
Test" did not have a reported validity coefficient. The
researcher, therefore, followed the same procedures used for
the sportsmanship inventory to obtain the validity coefficient
for the "Life Problems Test." This necessitated an adminis-
tration of a questionnaire to designated faculty members
(those members who were listed by students as knowing them
the best). The number of student names which the faculty
responded on behalf of were randomly chosen and corresponded
to 10 percent of the test population (thirty-two). The
researcher then paired the responses obtained from the faculty-
administered tests to the corresponding responses obtained from
^7
the student tests end proceeded to utilise the Pearson Prod-
uct-Moment Method to compute the validity coefficient. The
resultant validity coefficient was
, 29 whioh was not sIgnlf ._
cent at the
.05 level of confidence.
There are substantial reasons why the validity coef-
ficient of the "Life Problems Test" was somewhat low and
underestimated the actual test validity. The inventory admin-
istered to the selected faculty dealt with generalities, while
the student inventory dealt with specific situations and
included very specific statements. It is, therefore, pos-
sible that students who usually display desirable principles
of moral character, when being observed in general school
situations, in actuality may not apply them when the same
principles are involved in more specific and discrete situa-
tions. Moreover, according to Havighurst and Taba
,
the "Life
Problems Test" forced students to choose between values so
that a high score on one trait necessitated a lower score on
58
other traits. Each situation on the "Life Problems Test"
posed a direct choice between conflicting values, while on
the inventory completed by the faculty members, values were
represented by separate items. In another light, it is quite
possible that many of the selected faculty members did not
intimately know those students on whose behalf they were
responding
.
58 tHavighurst and Taba, Adolescent Character and Fer-
sonality
. p. 281. —
kB
It is evident, however, that the strategy ut iii zed toObtain an accurate vaiidity coefficient did not work. Never .
theless
,
if the preceding factors ere taken into e -aL iie mt consideration,
the actual validity of the "r i
p
v ,y Life Problems Test" seems to war-
rant a substantially higher vn i , a ; i- „ .y n n alidity coefficient than was
reported
.
Although the researcher does not know the true valid-
ity of the "Life Problems Test," his confidence in the test
has been reinforced by other researchers who have used this
aame instrument in similar situations. Havighurst and Tabs,
in reference to the "Life Problems Test," implied that despite
some limitations the results from it were highly gratifying
.
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The reliability of the "Life Problems Test" was pre-
viously demonstrated by Havighurst and Taba. in their Prairie
City Study. The Kuder-Richardson method for computing reli-
ability was used to establish reliability for each value
trait. The trait reliabilities ranged from .58 to
. 81
. In
commenting on the results, Havighurst and Taba reported that,
"since the Kuder and Richardson method usually underestimates
actual reliability, the scores from this test can be con-
sidered dependable enough to be used both in analysis of indi-
vidual cases and in group comparisons ."59
59Ibid
.
.
p. 283 . 60Ibid
.
,
p. 277.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Treatment of the Dpt-.n
It was the intention of the researcher to include in
the tart population the entire senior male enrollment of each
of the five test schools. Due to the various school pro-
erar.s and scheduling techniques, this was not possible. Work
stutv programs, flexible scheduling, end absenteeism pre-
vented testing the entire selected senior male population.
Fortunately, however, 75 to 80 percent of the potential test
poruuatt on was tested; this included 317 students taking the
tost on societal values and 299 students taking the test on
sportsmanship values.
The researcher analyzed the data by grouping the test
rC5 “' S in terms °r the following three variables: (1) degree
S Snt Pap t icipat ion in interscholastic athletics (ath-
o£u ticipant
, spectator, and nonspectator); (2) student
socio-economic level (upper-middle, lower-middle, and upper-
and (3) student school membership. Analysis of vari-
ft Vs ' »
v2) and (3) were undertaken to control and account for
systematic bias which could have influenced the components
'f-risble (1) in their performances on the inventories
11
-
-
- : r ed in this study.
ii'ea tment of the data took on four distinct
5o
statistical operations. The first ope-ation
placing of each individual's test !
“ «*
3 result, whirh T.ro
terms of a percentage of desirable respon-
'
" SC °‘”ed
responses. Into an »
* 1:568 °V6r total
appropriate category. Grcup , .
scores was based nr of- ^
P ng f Zest
3 a °n student athletic norf .
socioeconomic level and ,
^t^pation, student,
student school membership TMprocedure enabled P * hlsthe researcher to calculate a
“• - --
cetegorical W o„ niv ff n 0x tr^Ss, the mean percent of desirable
or the test scores Tn >
1 responses
“*«• o house the treatment of data pert •Ing to each of the three stated -
P E ‘ R ~
M , .
® variebles and the varyingcategorical grcunino- Jl6 P the researcher designed r
,
r , for each ad^in-S r °d test, three two-way ,, ,
, fih .
J s-ical tables. The firsttablS W8S CC~
-— ce lls (3 by 3) while the J..decomposed of fifteen cells (3 by 5 ). As each celi^
r
E
:
ated ^ ^—
- -
-st data of each subletlnS6rted lnt ° 8 “•» « «*• bMi. of the specified ch»-fioteristics of that subiect Pa w
to H •
two-way table was designed
tsbi
eP1 the MeCSUrement °f •“«* the two variables in the
anoth
^ W6U 83 the interaCti °n °f the diables with oneer
.
vari M
ThS d6PlCted mean Percentages of t«»t scores for each
a le and combination of variables allows the reader to
t61n the Various relationships and patterns among the
soveral groups in terns of percentage differences. It should
6 n°ted that betWOen tW ° Groups the higher group percentage
indicates that the mean test ,,
group consist, on the even
^ ""
°f that
responses out of^ ^^total responses than the test
other group. ores of the
Th® SeC °nd °Peration consisted of a two
of variance on each of tv,
-way analysis
O the aforementioned tables Thepose for util no- +-u-
* ~*l Pur “ll2l g thlS Procedure was to determine if thwas an overall significant difference a
I.
..stical terms, the test of sicnif,-
la known as an P test- it
l8^ficance used
nlfl
S
' 11 P6rmlts aimultaneous tests of s ig-i icanee
.Tor* ©pch/^rt-u-u ^ea n of the two variables in the table A twway analysis of variance •
*
..
S ° yields the degree of interac-tion between two variables and
,x- ^ cAuent of®ach variable has on the other.
The third operation consisted of the utilisation of
’ #PeCmC ‘ 1*' thS ^an-Keuls method. The q tes(
r^Ui;; 4 by the researcher in order to pro. the nature
follow
1 S"nCeS bCtWeen tr6atnent mSanS (SP6Cified ^oups
,f.
n
o
S 8 S
;
enifl0ant
—all F test. By this procedure,
cant differences between groups and combinations ofgroups may be revealed as well as thn^e
,
pairs of groups whic]do not have significant differences.
Tne fourth operation consisted of the utilisation of
correlation coefficient r~n , ,iiuients, followed bv test or 0 „ • «.^ o s cs f significance
(coefficient of correlation), ihis operation enabled the
researcher to ascertain the degree of relationship between
influx
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and among several of the stated variables.
The four preceding operatic,S rations were utili zsd b fc ,researcher to test t-hn r * n
...I . „ » Ch.P -
V “ “*• “«- in pr.-onl,
„ ,h„.
,h,
infcrGncss drawn hv t-Vio »
b0
"
reS68rCher
test results wino presented in Chapters V and VI.
The hypotheses tested in this step were:
teascil*.:
al„„,n=i>
Participant and spectator groups.
Hypothesis Two* ,p>ior>n
v
are no significant differences inthe desirability of sportsmanship values betwee ny •L n the athletic
participant and nonspectator groups.
Sffi^-^ihree : There are no significant differences
in the desirability of sportsmanship values between the spec-
tator and nonspectator groups.
The data used to test Hypotheses One, Two, and Three
-re secured through use of the
"Action-Choice Test for Com-
petitive Sports Situations." The results „r twme , of the group per-
Tormances are depicted in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Table 2 reveals
the mean percent of desirable responses of the test scores
P O group, TaDle 3 presents the summary of the analysis of
variance test of mean scores; and Table k consists of the
TABLE
2
MEAN
PERCENT
OF
TEST
SCORES
BY
GROUP
Sportsmanship
Value
Inventory
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table 4
NEWMAN-KEULS modified q test
Sportsmanship Value Inventory
Athletic
Participants Spectators Nonspectators
Order 1 2 3
Treatments in
order of Total
Means
c a d
Total Means 132.6 136.7 150.7
Table of Differenees
.Between Treatment
c
£ a d_
4.1 a 18.
l
b
a
- 11|.0C
d
Truncated range r 2
Critical Value for Q .99
(r, infinity)
Critical Values for the
difference betv;een two means ]], oQ .99 (r, infinity) \JSmS~ error
Critical Value for Q .95
(
t
infinity) 2 y
Critical Values for the
difference between two means HJi
Q .95 (r, infinity) v|KMS error
3
4.12
17.7
3.31
13.6
« ». •
^Observed difference between treatment means a and c,
ot significant at tne
.05 level of confidence.
. .
Observed difference between treatment means d and c,
significant at the .01 level of confidence.
. .
Observed difference between treatment means d and a,
significant at the
.05 level of confidence.
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results of the Q test.
The analysis of variance test yielded an overall si~
nificant deference for the variable pertaining to the degree
of athletic participation at the
.01 level of confidence/"
The Q test revealed that a significant direb -LI le difference existed a 4-
the .01 confidence level between the nonspectator and ath-
"
letic participant groups, and that a significant difference
existed at the
. 05 confidence level between the nonspectato-
and spectator groups. Significant differences between the
athletic participant and spectator groups, however, did not
exist. Therefore, Hypothesis One is accepted; Hypothesis Two
^rejected; and Hypothesis miree is rejected. These results
indicate, as substantiated by Tables 2, 3 , ar.d k , that the
peccator group possessed a higher degree of desirable
sportsmanship values a<? ,• .p r , s defined in this study, than did the
athletic participant and spectator groups.
Step Two
The hypotheses treated in this step were:
“ffioHiesi^our; There are no significant differences in
desirability of societal values between the athletic par-
ticipant and spectator groups.
Hggothesi s Five : There are no differences in the desir-
abiluy of societal values between the athletic participant
®nd nonspectator groups.
Hypothesis Six : There are no differences in the
57
desirability Of societal values between the spectator and
nonspectator groups
.
data used to test Hypotheses Four, Fi ve
,
and six
»ere secured throush use of the "Life Problem Pest." The
-suits of the group performances are tabulated in Tables 56, and 7. Table 5 consietc *.us s of the mean percent of desirable
responses of the test scores per group- Table A* b > I o presents the
summary of the analysis of variance test ofi r e mean scores; and
Table 7 reveals the results of the Q test.
The analysis of variance test displayed no overall
significant difference for the variable pertaining to the
degree of athletic participation at the
.05 degree of confi-
dence
. The 0 test rev^ale^ s
~ uua ^ Ilu sx^nificant differences
existed at the
.05 confidence level between any of the three
groups specified in the above hypotheses. Therefore, Hypoth-
esis Four is accepted; Hypothesis Five is accepted; and
Hypothesis Six is accepted. These results indicate, as sub-
stantiated by Tables 5
. 6, and 7 , that there are no signifi-
cant differences in the desirability of societal values among
student groups associated with interscholastic athletics in
varying degrees as seen in the context of this study.
Step Thre e
The hypotheses in this step were:
Hypothesis Seven : There is no positive, significant cor-
relation between the societal and sportsmanship values of
TABLE
5
MEAN
PERCENT
OF
TEST
SCORES
BY
GROUP
Societal
Value
Inventory
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TABLE 7
newman-keuls modified q test
Societal Value Inventory
Order
e
Treatments in
order of Total
Means
Spectators Athletic
Participants Nonspecta
3
d
Total Means 159.3 164.8 168.5
JTe.ble o^
—
^fferences Betxceen Treatment vMeans
c a
5.5a
a
d
Truncated range r
Critical Value for Q .99(r, infinity)
Critical Values for thedif
£fr ?nce between two meansQ .99 (r, infinity) \Jki-IS error
Critical Value for Q .95(r, infinity)
Critical Values for the
between two means
Q *95 (r, infinity) error
__d
9.2 £
3.7a
2
3.64
12.4
2.77
9.4
3
4.12
14.0
3.31
11.3
eDbserved
significant at the
di
££
G
£
enCes betv' een treatment means, not
.05 level of confidence.
6l
athletic participants
.
tamwuim,
„„ p„ltI„.
•
10n b6tWeen the soc ietal and sportsmanship of specta-
tors.
ito^s_Nine
: There is no positive> significant
relation between the societal and sportsmanship values of
nonspsc tators
.
^ USSd t0 t63t Hypotheses Seven, Sight, and
Nine were based on the pairs of. test scores of each subject.
The researcher w? fv> hu
^
j „
. the aid of a computer, obtained the cor-
relation coefficient for each of the three specified groups.
There were 114 pairs, of test scores in the athletic
particin Cr,*- Pd ^ •c o- r uaii'S of te^t hnonoo •? >- *.•.s^cues j.n ohe spectator
group, and 79 pairs of test scores in the nonspectator group.
The computer program labeled correlation with transgeneration
was used to obtain the following correlation coefficients:
.20 for athletic participants,
.57 for spectators, and .26
for nonspectators. The overall correlation coefficient for
all groups was
. .
The test for the significance of r (coefficient of
correlation) for the preceding coefficients revealed that .26
for the nonspectator group and .20 for the athletic partici-
pant group were both significant at the
.05 confidence level.
The coefficient
.57 for the spectator group and
.34 for the
overall group were both significant at the .01 confidence
level
.
6 2
Hypotheses Seven, Eight, and Nine are rejected as
there are positive, significant correlations for the collec-
tive pairs of test scores of each individual in eaoh of the
three student groups. These results have reinforced the sta-
tistical tabulations depicted in Tables 2 and 5. The corre-
lation coefficient of
.57 for the spectator group resulted
from the relative low scores that these individuals obtained
on both the societal and sportsmanship inventories. The cor-
relation coefficient of .26 for the nonspectator group
resulted from the relatively high score that these individuals
obtained on the sportsmanship inventory and their slightly
above-average performance on the societal value inventory.
The coefficient of .20 for the athletic participant group
resulted from the relatively low score that these individuals
obtained on the sportsmanship value inventory and near norma-
tive performance they displayed on the societal value inver.-
tory.
Step Four
The hypotheses treated in this step were:
£y£°thssis Ten: The socioeconomic level of students does
not .influence significant differences in the desirability of
student sportsmanship values among student groups (athletic
participant, spectator, and nonspectator).
Hypothesis Eleven : The socioeconomic level of students
does nob influence significant differences in the desirability
63
of student societal values among student groups (athletic par-
ticipant, spectator, and nonspectator).
The data used to test Hypotheses Ten and Eleven were
secured through use of the tests on sportsmanship and socie-
tal values referred to previously. The results of the sports-
manship inventory, which appear in group percentage form in
Table 2, have indicated that a consistent scoring pattern has
been formed among the groups of the socioeconomic variable.
Students in the upper-middle class possessed, on the average,
a higher degree of sportsmanship values than either of the
lower-middle or upper-lower class students. As expected,
significant differences in sportsmanship values between socio-
economic groups were observed in Table 8. Differences between
the upper-middle and upper-lower classes webe significant at
the .05 confidence level; and differences between the upper-
middle and lower-middle classes were significant at the .01
confidence level.
If Hypothesis Ten was true, it could be assumed that
the group percentage scores appearing within each vertical
column in Table 2 would not differ significantly from one
another or fall within a consistent scoring pattern. As
observed, however, the data in Tables 2 and 8 indicated other-
wise, as the scores of the upper-middle, lower-middle, and
upper-lower class students differed significantly from one
another within each student group (athletic participant,
spectator, and nonspectator). These scoring differences
61+
TABLE 8
NEWMAN
-KEULS MODIFIED Q TEST
Sportsmanship Value Inventory
Upper -Lower Lower-Middle Upper-Middle
Order 1 2 3
Treatments in
order of Total c
Means
a d
Total Means 133.1+ 135.7 150.9
Table of Differences Between Treatment Means
c a d
c 2
.
3
a 17.
5
b
a - ' 15 . 2 °
d -
Truncated range r 2 3
Critical Value for Q .99
(r, infinity) 3. 61+ 1+.12
Critical Values for the
difference between two means 11+.9 17.7
^ .99 (r, infinity) NKMS error
Critical Values for Q .95
(r, infinity) 2. 77 3.31
Critical Values for the
difference between two means 11.1+ 13.6
Q .95 (r, infinity) \1KMS error
a0bserved difference between treatment means a and c
not significant at the .05 level of confidence.
^Observed difference between treatment means d and c
significant at the .05 level of confidence.
c 0bserved difference between treatment means d and a
significant at the .05 level of confidence.
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™ the student socioeconomic classes contributed to the
final tabulation of each of the three specified student
groups and thus influenced, to some extent, the significant
differences found among the groups.
Further data, which indicated that the socioeconomic
level of students influenced significant differences in stu-
dent sportsmanship values, were revealed in the interaction
in Table 3. Although the score was not significant at
the .05 level of confidence, substantial interaction took
place between the socioeconomic variable and the athletic
participation variable as observed by the graphic form of the
Interaction in Figure 1. This tended to suggest that each
variable had some influence on the performance of the other.
With all the evidence at hand and based upon the pre-
viously indicated significant differences, the researcher
concluded that the significant differences found in the desir-
ability of sportsmanship values among student groups were
influenced, to some extent, by the socioeconomic level of
students. Hypothesis Ten is, therefore, rejected.
The results of the societal value inventory, which
appear in group percentage form in Table 5, revealed that no
consistent scoring pattern was formed among the groups of the
socioeconomic variable. Table 9, in turn, revealed that no
significant differences in the desirability of societal values
existed between the student socioeconomic levels at the .05
confidence level.
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TABLE 9
NEWMAN-KEULS MODIFIED Q test
Societal Value Inventory
Lower
-Middle Upper
-Lower Upper-Middle
Order
Treatments in
1 2
3
order
Means
of Total
c
a d
Total Means 155.3 165.5 168.8
Table of Differences Betw
c
j.i c8uitient
a d
Means
0
( *£ 1U.5-
a
3 . 3
a •
d
Truncated range r
Critical Value for Q .99
( r > infinity)
Critical Values for the
difference between two meansQ *99 (r, infinity) \/km§“ error
Critical Values for Q 99(r, infinity) p
Critical Values for the
^
i:f,
£5r ®nce between two meansQ .95 (r, infinity)
2 3
3-64 4.12
12.4 14.0
2.77 3.31
9.4 11.3
nifieant
a
°t
S
^r?of[e^i nof cS^ce?*" ’ " 0t Slg-
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figure i
INTERACTION op two variables
SOCIOSCONOMC
0, >mEIIc mnoipOTo>
Percent
SPORTSMANSHIP VALUE INVENTORY
Class
Designations
Upper
-Middle-
Sportsmanship
Scores in
Percent
AP s NS
49*5 50.5 50.9
Group
Designations
Athletic
Sportsmanship
Scores in
Percent
UM LM UL
Lower-Middle
— 43*5 i^O
. 3 51.
9
Upper-Lower.
.
. 39.6 45.9 47>9
Participant-- 49.5 43.5 39.5
Spectator
— 50.5 40.3 45.9
Nonspectator.
.
.
50. 9 51.9 47.9
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Using the s8B8 rationale as was U3ed ln the dlscus
H“ sis *-* »«. was assuraed
rue, then the group percentage scores appearing within
- vertical column in Table 5 would not differ significantly
from one another' or f'n 1 1 VT ? a.v, •
- all within a consistent scoring pattern.
From our preceding observations, we know this to be fact.
Although the interaction score on Table 6 was not sig-
at the
.05 confidence level. Figure 2 displayed sub-
stantial interaction between the two variables. The lack of
significance on the part of the two main variables, however
fade it impossible for the interaction score to influence
significant differences in the desirability of societal
values among studen 4-0 cjp 0 , The research^" t-v.,, e ,cn^s concluded
that the socioeconomic levels of students in the test popula-
tion did not influence significant differences in societal
values among the student groups examined. Therefore, Hypothe-
sis Eleven is accepted.
Step Five
The hypotheses treated in this step were:
lEEpthesls Twelve : There are no significant differences
in the desirability of sportsmanship values among the five
test schools.
Hypothesis Thirteen : There
in the desirability of societal
are no significant differences
values among the five test
schools
.
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FIGURE 2
interaction of two VARIABLES
SOCIOECOUOMIC ITOL-.ffi.m OP
societal value, inventory
Percent
Class Societal Scores
Designations in Percent
AP S NS
Upper-Middle 56.8 57.1 54.9
Lower-Middle
—
52.1 52. 0 54.2
Upper-Lower.
..55.9 50.2 59.4
Group Societal Scores
Designations in Percent
UM LM UL
Athletic
Participant.
_
56.8 52.1 55.9
Spectator 57.1 52.0 50.2
Nonspectator..
.54.9 54.2 59.^
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..
Th6 dat ° t0 t6St »yP°thesis Twelve were seour •through use of the
"Action-Choice' Te-t for C e-
Situation-. " Tho „ ,
ompetitive Sports
.. r
-
——*•
»
ies 1U
» 11, and 12. Tahl^ inl nie 10 consists 0 r themean percent of desirnhiAable responses of the
,
un test scores non
school; Table 11 presents t-v,
P
the summary of the analysis of vst> .once best of mean scores; and Table 12 reveal th
the Q test.
13 S results <*
si , f .
^ Sn8lySl3 °f Varlance
^tsplayed an overall
rn leant difference in sportsmanship values among the test
-Ola at the
;01 confidence level, The Q test reeled ^tgmfican. difference existed between Schools One and Four
tll0 ; 01 r* r\"r\ P •? A 0 ^ ^ ^ «,vwui.i Uoul/0 x6Ve±
. /ddii-i nv'-'i „ • . .
.
^Q^io al significant d^c^.
ences were found at the
.05 confidence level between ScW sTwo and Four and between Schools One and Tnree. Differencesbetween other schools were not significant.
As significant differences in the desirability of
sportsmanship values existed among the test schools. Hypothe-
sis Twelve is, therefore, rejected.
1
Tbe data used to test Hypothesis Thirteen was secured
through use of the "Life Problems Test." ^ results of the
Perf o. mances by school are tabulated in Tables 13, 14, and
IS* Table 13 consist''?nsists of the mean percent of desirable
responses of the test scores per school; Table 14 presents
lysis Of variance test of mean scores; and Table 15
reveals the results of the Q test.
TABLE
10
mean
percent
op
test
scores
by
school
S
portsmanship
Value
Inventory
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TABLE 12
newman-keuls modified q test
Sportsmanship Value Inventory
School School School School School
Order «
Treatments in
1 2 3
C.
k
1
5
order of Total />
Means a d b 6
Total Means 124.4 133.6 138.8 143.7 155.0
^JLgggnces Between Treat-.wpnf
^eans
19 - 3 ‘
5.2 a 10
.
ia 21 . l,b
i*.9a 16.
2
a
11.
3
a
2
3.64
Truncated, range r
Critical Value for Q .QQ(r, infinity)
Critical Values for the
n
lf
£2r ?nce be tween two means IQ 7Q .99 (r, infinity) VkmJ' error
Critical Values for
Q .95 (r, infinity)
Critical Values for the
difference between two means
^ .95 (r, infinity)
2.77
14.7
3
4.12
21.5
3.31
17.5
4
4.40
23.3
3.63
19.2
5
4.60
24.4
3.86
20.5
aiEniric ant
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d
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e
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e
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S
oonfidence5
ati,!ent n0anS
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’ ^
MEAN
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table 15
newman-keuls modified
^ Ksr
Societal Value Inv“----
Order
2 2 -V
4 1
Treatments in
order of Total c a
k 5
Means d b g
Total Means 159.1 159.4 1 ~» ' ). 173.0 173.8
Between -
-...
r .~— — '* " acmenr. Means
a
c
a
d
b
g
Truncated range r
Critical Value for Q QQ(r, infinity)
Critical Values for the
r/
f
£Sr ?nce be tween two meansH • Jy (r, infinity)
Critical Values for
Q *95 (r, infinity)
Critical Values for thedifferenco between two means
• 95 (r, infinity) \IkM^ error
• 3 a 2.;v
2 .C 1
33.
9
a 14.7a
33 .
6
£ 14.4a
31
. 6 a 12.4a
.8 a
2 3 4 5
4.12 4.40 4.60
25.5 23.8 30.8 32.2
2,77 3-31 3.63 3.86
!9.4 2j. 2 25.4 27.0
Observed differences between — ...significant at the
.05 level of conf i c
.
fitment means, not
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The analysis of varinn^ +.
significant difference in th d
^ diSPl8yed no ov^allC e desirability of 0 •
— the test schools 8t the >05
* V8lues
Q test likev/ise found
confidence. The
° l0 no significant differs
confidence level het
"n es at the
.05between the test schools.
-
-—
-
Thirteen »«««,
-« mn:;r “•• i” -
- “•
-— -
.
^nt groups on the basis of th • d
‘
° Stu '
cation bc-h a
^ ^ °f Sthletic
-
- °t ccounted for the significant differences •
'
desirability of sportsmanship values f „
“
tive test schools.
cated thaTneulTthT"
^ ^ ^ ^
nor the degree of athlet
•
010e00"°miC^ ^ **“
the sch
6 10 Partl ° lpat:Lon by students withinools created significant difr*
school, • ^
differences among the test
1 ln the societal values tested for.
Step Six
The hypothesis treated in this step was:
Hypqj^jhesi s Fourteen* 7n-, rrn •_
^ , .
' Th6 e 18 no P^itive, significant
^relation among the five t-ncf u
fc sch°o^s between the desir-
0 lity of student sportsmanship values and ther «a a support each
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school provides in the form of number of coaches per sport,
sports offered, end funds budgeted for interscho-
lestic athletics per senior male.
data used to test Hypothesis Eleven was secured
through use of a questionnaire given to the principals and
athletic directors of the respective test schools. The
results of the questionnaire are recorded in Table 16.
Data collected included information on the number of
coaches utilized per sport, the number of sports offered, and
the athletic funds available per senior male in the respective
test schools.
The researcher used the rank correlation coefficient
to determine if a positive correlation existed between sports-
manship values and the relative school standing on the three
criteria referred to above. The resultant correlation coeffi-
cient was .60 as indicated in Table 16. This, however, was
not significant at the
.05 confidence level.
As there was no significant correlation between school
sportsmanship values and the relative school standing on the
three stated criteria. Hypothesis Fourteen is accepted.
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TABLE 16
ON INTERSCHOLASTIC^ ATHLETICS
H
AND
“PENDITmES
OF SCHOOL SFoSSshIP VAL^SRABILITY
School
1
School
2
School
3
School
4
School
5
Number of sports
offered 10 10 4 8 7
Coaches per sport l.k 2*4 1.0 1.8 1.9
Interscholastic
athletic dollars per
senior boy 151.18 175.61 85.56 106.01 225-36
Moan percent of
school sportsmanship
values 5o.5 47.6 45.6 41.1 46.0
Coefficient of Hank Correlation
Schools X Z _d
2
d
1 1 3 -2 4
2 2 1 1 1
3 4 5 -1 1
4 5 4 1 1
5 3 2 1 1
r i .
n(n^-i)
Key: x
y
h
=
.60
“ rel
f
tive standing on sportsmanship values.Schools relative standing on expenditures for per-
sonnel, programs, and participants.
Differences between x and y.
Differences squared.
CHAPTER V
• 8o
findings
It is the intention of the researcher to consider the
results, rationale, and inferences of the analyzed data in
this chapter. Each step, as it was presented in Chapter IV,
will be treated separately and followed by discussion. Steps
One and Two are composed of primary hypotheses, while Steps
Three, Pour, Five, and Six are composed of secondary hypothe-
ses. (Table 17 summarizes the test results of all hypotheses.)
•
'
Discussion of Step One
The hypotheses in Step One were designed to determine
if significant differences in the desirability of sportsman-
ship values existed among selected subgroups of the student
body. As previously acknowledged, the student groups were
formed on the basis of their relationship to interscholastic
athletics (athletic participant, spectator, and nonspectator).
Tests of Hypotheses One, Two, and Three revealed that
significant differences existed among the specified subgroups
of tho student body; specifically, between the nonspoctator
and athletic participant groups and between the nonspectator
and spectator groups. Accordingly, the researcher has
inferred that the degree of participation in infcerscholas tic
athletics in which a group of students is involved influences
TABLE
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the desirability of their sportsmanship values. Moreover,
as the nonspeetator group was found to exhibit a higher
degree of desirable sportsmanship values than either of the
other two groups, the researcher has also inferred that those
students who view and/or participate in interscholastic ath-
letics tend to possess less desirable sportsmanship values
than those who neither view nor participate in them.
These results more or less conform to the findings
of other studies having similar emphases. Kistler and
Richardson, as noted in Chapter II, also found less desir-
able sportsmanship values on behalf of athletic participants
when compared with nonparticipants on the college level.
..-1 idler of these men, however, mads distinctions between
spectators and nonspectators.
The explanations offered for the findings of Step One
are primarily those of the researcher. It is his contention
that participation in interscholastic athletics as it is
.
presently conducted has contributed to a lessening of desir-
able student sportsmanship values. A contributing factor
toward this development has been the great emphasis and pres-
sure toward the winning of athletic contests exerted by the
community, the coaching staffs, and the varying components
of the school. This contention has been reinforced by the
studies conducted by Laughter, Crawford, and Harvey as
reported earlier in Chapter II. Those studies have implied
that many coaches teach unethical or questionable strategies
84
in order to achieve victor’v rm-.r%tory. These strategies are often con-
doned and rationalized by coaches, athletes, and school offi-
cials as being part of the game and a necessary evil for pro-
ducing winning teams. It is further implied fro, the related
research in Chapter II that these attitudes are imparted to
and translated into belief and action by athletic partici-
pants.
The spectator group, as noted previously, also pos-
sessed less desirable sportsmanship values in comparison to
the nonspectator group. The researcher has attributed this
result primarily to the following factors: exposure to the
atrategies of interscholastic athletics, common athletic inter
eats and associations with athletic participants, negative
spectatorship in athletics in addition to interscholastic ath-
letics, and exposure to athletic participants and coaches who
have served as peer and adult models to this group.
The preceding inferences drawn by the researcher have
substantial support from the studies conducted by Coleman
(see page 23)- In essence, Coleman's emphasis and the
researcher's inferences are based upon the great influence
that the interscholastic athletic program has upon the stu-
dent body.
The nonspectator group, faring significantly better
than either of the other two groups in terras of the desir-
ability of sportsmanship values, was not exposed to the same
degree to the strategies, associations, and pressures that
the other tV= E?0U?
* Eighty percent of thisgroup had part-time -: 0bs and r„„
. f
*
’ °r the most P^t, had little
time to view, ''ep.^n _ , . .
- 8 * n * °r P-^crpate in many of the unsports-
mansnipl x re0 ^ ~ ^ a v* ,
la f ^ 6l
" S6em t0 ^ Pl8C0 ln interscho-stic a l>hi sp ^ ,
,
-erhaps this group, m0re than either ofthe other t v~' r^onre 1 ,
- ^oups, inculcated into thoir beliefs the
stereotype uec? 0 s _ .
p ey preached by many community
and national eader^
The by
if (1) s ignif:
selected socle
the student bo-
spectator) and
ticipation tra:
the societal t-
for)
.
Tests ;
no significant
values existed
lovel of confid
t ion of the tr
from particles
Discussion of step Ti.r^
-otheses in Step Two were designed to determine
:Snfc differences in the desirability of
a- va.ues existed among specified subgroups of
7 <afciletic Participant, spectator, and non-
(2) if the values attributed to athletic par-
=sfer in a positive and significant manner to
Elues ield '°y students (those values tested
'f HyP crheses Pour, Five, and Six revealed that
differences in the desirability of societal
~'°ns ' ne specified student groups at the ,0$
‘ ence * Inherent in this result was the rejec-
nsferability of the values allegedly received
-on in interscholastic athletics to the
6 lP.cc=:
of the Develcrr 2 7^\fcer ; * Soci o-Psychological Aspects
.-nc c:
.itixlotic Practice and Sports Ethics."
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societal values held by students.
The preceding results suggest that (l) the degree of
student g-oup participation in intsrscholastic athletics dc=*
not influence significantly the societal values held by the
group and (2) participation in interscholastic athletics do»s
not foster the transference of values received in athletics,
IT any, to the societal values held by students in a positive
and significant nanner. These inferences are based upon both
the results of this study and the way in which interscholastic
athletics are presently conducted in the five test schools.
Many prominent leaders in athletics have maintained
that values associated with participation in interscholastic
athletics (i.e., responsibility, cooperation, loyalty, cour-
age, discipline, etc.) carry over, in a positive manner, to
the everyday life situations of the athletic participants.
If the preceding statement had merit, and assuming that the
nonathletic participants were not involved in activities that
facilitated values similar to those derived from interscho-
lastic athletics, the researcher's data should have revealed
significant differences in the desirability of societal
values among the student groups. In addition, the athletic
participant group would have been expected to have
scored significantly higher than either of the other two
groups
.
The explanation offered for the findings of Step Two
fire based upon the present status of many interscholastic
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The hypotheses in Step Three were designed to dete-
" " ^ ^ r6SUltS ° f thS Stude^ inventories the nature
and extent to which the group perrormances on one value
inventory carried over to their perrormances on the second
value inventory. The researcher tried to satisfy this objec-
tive by obtaining the correlation coefficient of the collec-
tive pairs of test scores of each individual in each of the
three student groups (athletic participant, spectator, and
High School"”!',! t66jLh°Si r: "A «lst0!’ ian hooks at the
end H. Anderson ’ ed ‘ S - Chase
Pp. 11-12. b ' University 01 Chicago Press, 1953),
nonspectator), The researcher also attested to explore the
rationale behind the existing correlation coefficients within
each group.
In order to compare properly each group's performance
on each of the value inventories, the researcher computed a
z-score for each group's test result. The z-ecore expresses
how many standard deviations an item is above or below the
mean of the set of data to which it belongs. It is very
desirable to use in the comparison of different kinds of
groups as in the present study.
The most substantial and significant correlation coef-
ficient was obtained by the spectator group. Its
.57 coeffi-
cient for eighty-six pairs of test scores was significant at
the .01 confidence level. In each of its tests, the spec-
tator group had a z-score of
-.11, indicating that* the group
performed equally below the mean on each inventory. This
negative consistency of results of group performance from one
value inventory to another was visibly borne out as the spec-
tator group scored lowest of all groups on both inventories.
In attempting to uncover possible explanations for
the relatively low scores of the spectator group, the
researcher discovered somewhat of a relationship between the
spectator group and the lower-middle socioeconomic group.
The latter group, as did the spectator group, also had the
lowest group performance of all groups of its kind (socioeco-
nomic) on both inventories. The performance of the
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Of both the lower-middle class and spectat
study.
or groups in this
0,1 ^ bESlS °f thS information blanks, the
searcher noted that the spectator group, 8S compared withtfto nonspectator rrouo hnH n,g p
,
ad 14 percent fewer students holdingpert-time jobs. The researcher feels that wor-'LS b k experience
could have possibiy contributed to the desirability of the
societal values held by students, especially in some of the
ereas tested for. In terms of sportsmanship values, the
researcher previously referred to the relatively low perfor-
mance of the spectator group and the possible reasons behind
their performance.
Whether or not the preceding rationales explain the
low performance of the spectator t-roun •F ououi group, further investigation
in this area is merited.
The correlation coefficient of the 114 pai rs of test
scores of the athletic participants was
.20, significant at
the
.05 confidence level. The computation of the z-score
indicated that this group performed substantially better on
the societal values than on the sportsmanship values. How-
ever, both scores were below the mean of the total 279 pairs
of test scores. The performance on the societal value inven-
tory merited a z-score of
-.01, while their performance on
the sportsmanship value Inventory merited a z-score of -.09.
In essence, the somewhat normative performance of the ath-
letic participants on societal values was not carried over
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scores on the seventy-nine pairs of test scores, however,
revealed that the nonspectator group performed substantially
better on the sportsmanship value inventory than on the soci-
etal value inventory. K>eir z-scores were + .?A
sportsmanship value inventory and .* for the societal valueinventory. In the researcher's judgment, the relatively high
performance of this rmnr, 4-uS oup on the sportsmanship inventory was
not substantially carried over to their nerfl-o n performance on the
value invsnhnmr mp, ie tory. The low correlation coefficient
of the pairs of test ccor^w of the nonspectator group (. 26 )
has reinforced this judgment.
The researcher feels that perhaps the favorable test
results of the nonspectator group might have possibly resulted
from one, or a combination of, the following rationales: (1)
leek of exposure to intorscholastic athletics, (2) benefits
derived from work experience, and (3) a lower degree of paren-
tal pressure and drive for academic success.
Only one of the three groups (spectator) displayed
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Nevertheless th P « y enotner.SS
' e correlation result of fho
V, .
C r t e spectator rroimhas remforopd fi, 0 , u , E” upthe thesis forwarded by Peclc snd H
which has suggested that
"individual rh
a set o- 1 t
-ndividua character is not merely
lnt6rnal rUl6S » Cation-hound habits hut
'
« Persisting pattern of attitudes and motives which prod^
er predictable kind of quality of moral behavior » 6^
In essence, Peck and Havighurst have theorised that, regardless of the specific moral values being tested an d“ ,- a, in ividual
or group would display relatival,- awP y lve I> the same scoring pattern
on each value tested for.
The athletic participant-i- cipcint and nonspectator groups
-which did not display a strong consistency in- its wr0^._,
morn one inventory to another, have reinforced yet another
theory on values end character. Hartshone and May in their
studies found that moral behavior was highly specific to each
situation and that a relative lack of transference between
values existed. This conclusion was borne out by the rela-
tively low intercorrelation coefficients found among the indi-
vidual traits they had examined. In brief, Hartshone and Kay
expected individuals te score or behave differently or inde-'
pendontly when expos ed to different values and circumstances.
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ZZ-T " °ch" ” 1* l“ -01 cne findings in Step Thrppp in ee
, the researcher can-
not endorse completely either the Peck and j»„- „r K Havighurst thesis
nor the Hartshone and May theory iw r*Pj le . The researcher contends
-t the unique experiences, associations, and environmental
exposures of individuals and groups, regardless of their
general moral character, could influence significantly indi-
vidual and group performances in unexpected and deviant ways
on various values. !„ the values tested for i„ this study',
group experiences appeared to have influenced varied per-
formances on the sportsmanship inventory.
Discussion of Step Four
ae hyp°theses ln SteP Fou^ »ere designed to determine
if the socioeconomic level of students influence significant
differences in the desirability of student sportsmanship and
societal values among student groups (athletic participant,
spectator, and nonspectator).
j t
T
t
6St °f HyP°theSlS *“ that the socioeco-
s a us Of students did relate to differences in thedesirability of student sportsmanship values a
„„„ . ,
P V 3 mong the speci-fied student groups. Significant di rr
exist at au
differences were found to
8nd
-
01 °°nfidence^ between the upper-middle
over middle classes and at the
.05 confidence level
etween the upper-middle and upper-lower classes. The inter-
action score of the socioeconomic variable and the athletic
participation variable revealed substantial interaction
between the two variables which further suggested the influ-
ence each variable has on the other.
It is quite evident, however, that differences in
Socioeconomic i_6 V t) fi^nno1 +- is a*"0 g the student body were not the
overriding factor for the significant di
f
u le fferences found among
the three specified student groups. Evidence pertaining to
this point was illustrated in the performances of the ath-
letic participant and nonspectator groups. The athletic par-
ticipant group, which scored relatively low on the sportsman-
ship inventory, was composed substantially of students (k2
percent) from the upper-middle class-, class which scored
the highest of all socioeconomic classes on the sportsmanship
value inventory. The nonspectator group,, which scored the
highest of all student groups on the sportsmanship inventory,
had only 18 percent of the students from the upper-middle
class. The researcher thus inferred that the primary factor
for the existence of significant differences in the
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PS W83 thQ natUre of each group’s relationship tointerscholastic athletics.
Differences in sportsmanship value scores among thethree socioeconomic levels have conformed more or less to
studies which have treated the social-class structure. Hol-lingshead in his study concluded that "there is a functional
relationship between the class position of an adolescent's
fomily and his social behavior in the community
.
.
. that
adolescents who have been reared in families that possess
different class cultures may be expected to follow different
behavior patterns in their responses to situations they
encounter in their participation in the community's social
life
. . . that the home an adolescent comes from conditions
in a very definite manner the way he behaves in his relations
v«h the school the church, the job, recreation, his peers
and his family. Warner in his study reinforced the pre-
ceding conclusion by suggesting that each social class devel-
ops patterns of behavior in a value system which differen-
tiates it .from others .
^
The data on the sportsmanship inventory in Table 8
have tended to reinforce the preceding studies as signifi-
cant differences in the desirability of sportsmanship values
John Wilty
A
i (Now York:
/ 7Warner, Democracy in Jones vi He
. p. 65.
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did exist among the socioeconomic ciosses examined.
Test of Hypothesis Eleven revealed that the socio-
economic level of students did not influence significant dif-
ferences in the desirability of student societal values among
the specified student groups. This development existed
chiefly because there were no significant differences found
in the desirability of societal values at the
.05 confidence
level among the three student groups.
As indicated in Chapter I under the section entitled
"Assumptions and Limitations," the five test schools were com
posed of students from primarily three socioeconomic levels.
was somewhat of a narrow range when compared to the five
end six levels found in large city schools. This reduction
m the socioeconomic spectrum possibly explains the lack of
significant differences in societal values found among the
socioeconomic classes of this study. A second rationale has
suggested that the lower two classes perhaps have utilized
the middle class as their reference group for societal values
To recapitulate, the objectives of Hypotheses Ten and
Eleven were designed to determine whether significant differ-
ences found in the desirability of student values among the
specified groups were not only the result, of differences in
the degree of group athletic participation but also due, to
on extent, to the socioeconomic composition of the student
groups. This, in essence, is what the tests of the hypothe-
ses have revealed.
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" b6tWeen 3Ch °0lS «- ^our at the
.01 confidencelevel and between Schools One and Thnee arH a-
_
a lnr
> nd Two and Pour atthe
.05 confidence level n-?. Differences between other schools
were not aignificant.
It is interesting to note that the two schools whichhad significantly higher sportsmanship value scores than the
_
other schools were from areas of higher socioeconomic levels
School One had 59 percent of its senior boys from the upper-
middle class. While School Two had 48 percent of its senior
boys from this same socioeconomic cla^ aass. Accordingly, Schools
Three and Pour had only 10 and i C +.y 15 percent, respectively, of
their senior boys from the upper-middle class.
The researcher primarily accounts for the significant
rences m the desirability of sportsmanship values among
schools on L...e basis of the socioeconomic composition of
the test schools and the degree of athletic participation by
students within each test school. The overall quality of the
test schools’ inters chol as tic athletic programs might also
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have contributed to the existent significant
but this variable was not examined.
differences
,
Test of Hypothesis Thirteen did not reveal any sig-
nificant differences in the desirability of societal values
among the five test schools. This result has reinforced the
findings of Steps Two and Four in terms of the lack of sig-
nificant differences in the desirability of societal values
found among student groups. The researcher has suggested
that this result was, in part, another indication of the
lack of transferability of the values accrued from athletic
participation to the day-to-day societal values tested for
and held by students. The result has also suggested that
the athletic personnel in the test schools have not coached
for value transfer but have conducted their interscholastic
athletic programs for other objectives. A final factor con-
tributing to the lack of significant differences in the
desirability of societal values among the test schools was
that differences in the socioeconomic composition of each
test school were not large enough to influence significant
differences in societal values.
In essence, the results from the test of Hypothesis
Thirteen indicated that neither the socioeconomic composition
of the test schools nor the degree of athletic participation
by students within the test schools influenced significant
differences in the societal values tested for among the five
schools examined.
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number of coaches per sport, number of varsity sports
offered, and funds budgeted for interscholastic athletics
per senior male.
The test of Hypothesis Fourteen revealed that a posi-tive but not significant correlation of .60 between the two
variables under examination was obtained.
It was the intention of the researcher, partlv through
Hypothesis Fourteen, to have identified some of the elements
in interscholastic athletic programs which are necessary in
deriving positive student sportsmanship values; however, addi-
tional research is needed to accomplish this task. The pres-
ent correlation, based on just three criteria, has only been
reflective of school district wealth and, perhaps indirectly,
each school's attitude toward interscholastic athletics. In
any event, the three criteria used were not representative
of other elements which could have been influential in the
development of desirable student sportsmanship values. The
attainment of the present correlation, however, does present
a framework for further investigation of this nature.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The intent of this chspter is to present a brief sum
mary of selected chapter sections followed by the
researcher’s conclusions and recommendations.
Problem Statement:
The impetus for this study began with the continued
growth of unsubstantiated claims made on behalf of intersch(
lastic athletics by many of its leaders. Some of these leac
ers have claimed that athletics are responsible for many of
the attitudinal and value formations that occur among vari-
ous subgroups of the student body. Because the efforts to
develop athletic programs are costly and time-consuming, the
researcher has posed two primary questions concerning the
worth of interscholastic athletics:
1. Do significant differences in the desirability of
sportsmanship values exist among student groups associated
with interscholastic athletics in varying degrees?
2. Do significant differences in the desirability of
selected societal values exist among student groups associ-
ated with interscholastic athletics in varying degrees?
The teachers of athletics believe that a fundamental
purpose of interscholastic athletics is to develop desirable
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student sportsmanship and societal values. Therefore, the
researcher's inquiry is: Are such desirable values
tated through interscholastic athletics and, if so,
carried into day-to-day activity by the students?
facili-
sre th?y
Hypotheses
The overarching objective of this study was to deter-
mine the nature and extent of the relationship, if any,
between the values of student groups and interscholastic ath-
letics. The researcher thus attempted to determine if sig-
nificant differences in the desirability of selected values
existed among and between specified groups of the student
body.
In order to satisfy the preceding overall objective,
the researcher tested fourteen null hypotheses which are sum-
marized in the following six steps:
1. There are no significant differences in the desir-
ability of sportsmanship values among specified groups of the
student body.
2 . There sre no significant differences in the desir-
ability selected societal values among specified groups
of the student body.
3* lhere is no positive, significant correlation between
the societal and sportsmanship values in each of the three
specified student groups.
I4.. The socioeconomic level of students does not influence
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significant differences in the desirability of selected stu-
dent values among specified student groups.
5 . There are no significant differences in the desir-
ability of selected student values among the five test
schools
.
6. There is no positive, significant correlation among
the five test schools between the desirability of student
sportsmanship values and the support each school provides in
the form of number of coaches per sport, number of sports
offered, and funds budgeted for interscholastic athletics
per senior male.
Related Research
A great wealth of material has been written on values
and athletics within the past three decades. The researcher
chose to investigate only those studies which were most
related to the research at hand. All reviews of research
were encompassed within four areas: (1) character and value
studies, (2) interscholastic athletics in the schools, (3)
sportsmanship studies, and (Ij.) opinions from leaders in ath-
letics
.
From the related literature, the researcher noted the
changeability of values and the extent to which they were
exposed to and influenced by environmental factors; the great
attention, importance, and status attached to interscholastic
athletics in the school environment; the negative influence
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or absence of desirable influence interscholastic athletics
has had on student sportsmanship values; and the potential
interscholastic athletics has for becoming a vehicle for
inculcating desirable student values.
The related research has given rise to questions con-
cerning the value interscholastic athletics has in today's
school curriculum. It was, therefore, the desire of the
researcher to resolve some of these questions.
Procedures
The student population for this study was drawn from
five high schools, most of which made up the partial member-
ship of several athletic conferences. Within each high
school, the majority of the senior male enrollment was used
as the test population. The test students responded to one
information blank, one sportsmanship inventory, and one inven-
tory on selected societal values. One information blank was
also given to the athletic directors of each school system
participating in the study.
The students in the test population were categorized
according to specified characteristics end then subdivided on
the basis of their socioeconomic level, their school member-
ship, and primarily on their relationship to interscholastic
athletics-athletic participant, spectator, and nonspectator.
The researcher personally administered both inven-
tories to the test population, allowing a one-week interval
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between the two test administrations
. All testing was com-
pleted within a three-week period at the near conclusion of
the interscholastic sports calendar for the 1967-68 school
year
.
The high schools utilized in this study were chosen
on the basis of their total school membership, senior male
population, and proximity to the University of Massachusetts.
The primary statistical treatments used on the data
required use of the two-way analysis of variance, the Q, test,
correlation coeffici ents
,
and percentage group scores. The
data were primarily housed in three two-way statistical
tablos--one, of nine cells (3 x 3); and two, of fifteen
cells (3x5).
F5 ndinps
Test results relating to the two primary hypotheses
were
:
1. No significant differences in the desirability of
sportsmanship values existed between the athletic partici-
pant and spectator groups.
2. Significant differences in the desirability of sports-
manship values existed (P .01) between the nonspectator end
athletic participant groups.
3. Significant differences in the desirability of sports-
manship values existed (P .05) between the nonspectetor and
spectator groups.
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4- No significant differences in the desirability of
societal values existed between the spectator and athletic
participant groups
.
5. No significant differences in the desirability of
societal values existed between the nonspectator and ath-
letic participant groups.
6. No significant differences in the desirability of
societal values existed between the nonspectator and spec-
tator groups.
Other finding s were:
7. There is a positive, significant correlation (P
.05)
between the societal and sportsmanship values of the ath-
letic participant group (r=.20).
8. There is a positive, significant correlation (P
.01)
between the societal and sportsmanship values of the spec-
tator group (p=. 57 ).
9. There is a positive, significant correlation (P
.05)
between the societal and sportsmanship values of the nonspec-
tator group (r=.5?).
10
. The socioeconomic level of students influenced sig-
nificant differences in the desirability of sportsmanship
values among specified student groups.
11 . The socioeconomic level of students did not influence
significant differences in the desirability of societal
values among specified student groups.
12
. Significant differences in the desirability of
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sportsmanship values existed (P
.01) between Schools One and
Pour and between (P
.05) Schools One and Three and Two and Four
13. No significant differences in the desirability of
selected societal values existed among the test schools.
11+. There is no significant correlation among the five
test schools between the desirability of student sportsman-
ship values and the support each school provided in the form
of number of coaches per sport, number of sports offered,
and funds budgeted for interscholastic athletics per senior
male
.
Conclusions
findings of1 this study have enabled, the researcher
to formulate several conclusions and inferences based upon
the test results of the present study*
The data revealed that significant differences
existed in the desirability of sportsmanship values among
specified student groups: athletic participant, spectator,
and nonspectator. These differences favored the student
group which was least associated with interscholastic ath-
letics--the nonspectator group. The athletic participant
and spectator groups, contrary to prevailing literature, dis-
played the least desirable sportsmanship values. The
researcher, therefore, is of the opinion that interscholastic
athletics, as presently conducted in the schools examined,
has a negative influence on the sportsmanship values of
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athletic participants and student spectators.
Numerous proponents of athletics have advocated that
interscholastic athletics has contributed to the promotion
of good citizenship, the inculcation of desirable societal
values, and the betterment of moral character of those stu-
dents participating in interschool athletics. The researcher,
within the context of this study, attempted to examine some
of the preceding attributes by determining if significant
differences in the desirability of selected societal values
existed among specified student groups. The statements of
proponents of athletics have led the public and the
researcher to assume that those groups closely associated
with interscholastic athletics would score significantly
higher on societal-type values thsn those groups not associ-
ated with interscholastic athletics. The study data revealed,
however, that no significant differences in the desirability
of the societal values tested for existed among the specified
student groups. This result has led the researcher to infer
that interscholastic athletics, as it is presently conducted
in the schools examined, does not contribute significantly
to or influence the development of desirable societal values,
of the kind tested for, among student groups. The researcher
also inferred from this result that student participation in
interscholastic athletics in the schools surveyed does not
foster the transference of values received in athletics, if
any, to the societal values held by students in a positive
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find significant manner.
The findings of this study also question those lead-
ers in athletics and education who have advocated that there
is an existence of unity, consistency, and continuity of indi-
vidual moral character (Peck and Havighurst). This theory
has assumed that individuals would perform relatively the
same on all moral values tested for. On the basis of the
results of the present study, only one student group in three
displayed a substantially high correlation between the two
values examined. Therefore, even given the assumption that
interscholastic athletics does influence desirable sportsman-
ship values among student groups, it cannot be assumed that
the positive nature of a group's performance on sportsmanship
values would automatically carry over to their performance
on societal values.
Recommendations
It is the intent of the researcher to formulate recom-
mendations in two areas: first, recommendations which con-
cern the operation of the interscholastic athletic program;
and, second, recommendations for future research.
It is evident to the researcher that both the over-
emphasis in the winning of athletic contests and the misunder-
standing of the educational goals of the interscholastic ath-
letic program es expressed by the behavior of the school and
community are detrimental to the development of desirable
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student values. It is, therefore, suggested that school sys
terns which administer interscholastic athletic programs
examine and deliberate on the following recommendations:
1.
Evaluate athletic coaches, not on games won or lost
but on the behavior or changed behavior displayed by their
athletes
.
2 . Hire coaches who have good standing on moral charac-
ter, personality, knowledge of the learning process, philoso
phy of interscholastic athletics, coaching skill, sportsman-
ship behavior, college training, and coaching experience.
3. Instruct athletic personnel to coach for transfer of
training to student behavior off the field.
4. Encourage coaches and league organizations to reach
agreement between rule interpretations and accepted moral
codes
.
5. Encourage coaches to relate closely a player’s
behavior in athletic contests with its moral implications.
6. Encourage athletic personnel to use sports films as
a teaching aid to detect and evaluate moral and immoral
behavior and the consequences and alternatives associated.
7« Insist that coaches, teachers, and school adminis-
trators serve as good models for students, in both sportsman-
ship and moral behavior.
8. Encourage coaches to acquaint themselves with each
athletic participant’s background and home situation.
9. Educate end alert the public to the objectives of
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the interscholastic athletic program.
10. Initiate a planned educational program on sportsman-
ship behavior for staff, students, community, and news media
(in-service training, workshops, and clinics).
11. Define sportsmanship behavior as it applies to the
various school and student activities.
12. Encourage athletic participants to serve as good
models in moral and sportsmanship behavior for the student
body.
13. Utilize athletic associations to penalize and enforce
school infractions of sportsmanship behavior.
llj.. Encourage athletic leagues to award trophies for good
school sportsmanship behavior (spectators and participants)
during athletic contests.
15* Interpret the rules and their rationale of the indi-
vidual spores to athletic participants and spectators.
16. Instruct students and the public on the best ways to
enjoy sporus from the standpoint of good sportsmanship
(sports appreciation program).
17. Accompany interscholastic athletic competition with
the social interaction of participants after athletic con-
tests.
18. Initiate in a positive manner a continuous program
of public relations for all sports in the interscholastic
athletic program.
19.
Allow no distinction between so-called major and
Ill
minor sports.
20. Ensure that
educational welfare
tator
.
all athletic policies contribute to the
of the athlete, spectator, and nonspec-
21. Promote the interscholastic athletic program as part
of the school curriculum, in harmony with the purposes and
philosophy of secondary education.
22. Equip students with problem-solving techniques for
use in conflict situations involving sportsmanship and moral
behavior
.
23 . Encourage the athletic staff to be closely coordi-
nated with the general instructional program and properly
articulated with other departments of the school.
2i|. Ensure utilization of the personal guidance possi-
bilities between coach and player.
Provide adequate numbers of coaches per sport in rela
tion to the number of participants.
26. Provide support of the coach where unjust criticism
is made.
27. Offer a wide variety of sports in the interscholastic
athletic program.
28. Ensure adequate facilities and resources for each
interscholastic sport.
29. Encourage and provide for continuing research and
experimentation in interscholastic athletics.
30.
Require objective periodic evaluation of the
112
interscholastic athletic program to ensure that
are being reached.
objectives
Fany of the preceding recommendations should not only
be implemented in the senior high school but also throughout
the elementary and junior high schools. This would enable
athletic personnel to initiate sound programs, in terms of
sportsmanship and moral behavior, at a time when the atti-
tudes and values of younger students are somewhat more flex-
ible and malleable than they will be at the high school level.
As the home is the most influential element in influencing
the development of student values, working with and through
the home in some capacity is deemed desirable. In a conclud-
ing note, athletic personnel should be reminded that values
through athletics do not come automatically; they require
careful planning accentuated by proper leadership.
In an attempt to obtain a greater understanding of
the influence interscholastic athletics has on students in
the area of values, the following recommendations for future
research are suggested:
1. Examination of the relationship between selected
values of secondary school coaches and selected values of
members of their athletic teams.
2. Examination of the relationship between specific
values and athletic participants grouped by the individual
sports participated in.
3* Examination of the relationship between specific
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values and student groups associated with interscholastic
athletics in various degrees.
4 . Identification of those elements which comprise a
successful interscholastic athletic program.
5 . Further investigation of the intercorrelation of
various types of values.
6. Examination of the extent to which transfer of train-
ing to student behavior off the field does exist when such
transfer is taught.
7. Development of more sophisticated instrumentation to
measure student attitudes and values.
The researcher is cognizant that this study questions
the worth of interscholastic athletics, as it is presently
conducted, in the areas of sportsmanship and societal values.
The researcher, however, is of the opinion that interscho-
~~1astic' athletics Ho e s~ hraVe~the“ p o t ehtTa l~to"'hecome a 'positive
influence in contributing to the development of desirable
student values. This potential can be realized only if
proper changes in the present program are undertaken. It is,
therefore, hoped that school administrators, athletic direc-
tors, and coaches will reexamine their own interscholastic
athletic programs and initiate the appropriate changes.
APPENDIX A
STUDENT INFORMATION BLANK
Name
:
High School:
K
your°school
" er
cSeok IS’*7 tea“
P®te
^
fe y Placing the number of "years of SartLlne/* 1'*
-
Ci
the blanks below: ^ 01 p rticipation in
basketball
baseball
cross country-
winter track
spring track
football
golf
gymnastics
hockey
skiing
soccer
swimming
tenni
s
wrestling
lacross
other
,
specify
* &re varsity athletic teams representing your
£
la
?
a t0tal 0f athletic contests withother high schools. To the best of your ability, how many
“r
contests during the past year (9/67-6/68) didyou attend as a spectator?
3. List the four varsity sports teams in your school which youhave seen perform most frequently in athletic contests dur-ing the past year (9/67-6/68) and estimate the number ofgames you have seen each team play.
sports teams
seen most frequently
number of
games seen
ij.. How much formal education did your father have? (Check
the appropriate blank.)
some grade school
finished grade school
some high school
finished high school
some college
finished c.ollege
attended graduate school or
professional school after
college
don ’ t know
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5 . How much formal education
the appropriate blank.)
did your mother have? (Check
some grade school
finished grade school
some high school
finished high school
6. What is
(If he
_
some college
finished college
attended graduate school or
professional school after
college
Hon ' t know
what does he do?
occupation?) ~ ‘
.your father's occupation;
is not living, what was his
7. Does your mother have a job
the appropriate blank.)
outside the home? (Check
yes, full time y
8. Are your parents living?
both living
only mother living
only father living
neither living
10. How many brothers and
sisters do you have?
12. Do your parents belong to
any social organizations
or clubs (including
church)?
If so, how many?
part time no
9. Do you earn any money by
working outside the home?
(not counting summer work)
(yes or no)
If yes, how many hours a
week do you work?
(hours worked)
11. Check those following items
which are found in your
home
.
daily newspaper
weekly or monthly maga-
zine
book collection
television, if color
indicate it
radio
stereo, hi-fi
car indicate the number
of cars and their year
and make
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APPENDIX C*
ACTION- CHOICE TESTS
for
COMPETITIVE SPORTS
SITUATIONS
By
Mary Jane Haskins, Ph.D.
Department of Physical Education
The Ohio State University
and
Betty Grant Hartman, Ph.D.
Department of Physical Education
MacMurray College
Instruct i ons
The following are inoidents which might occur in sports situations. With
each incident are five alternative actions. You are to choose that alternative
which most nearly reflects your feelings about the incident. Choose only one
alternative. Place an (X) on the answer sheet opposite the letter of the al-
ternative you prefer for each question.
Used by the researcher to test student sportsman-
ship values.
b.
A football team’s linesman gathers hands full of grass or dirt tr» mthe opposing line's faces. This enables them to break thro.! h t-l
rr: l3ns runs and score
°“t,s
actions.
a s au t or falling to penalize the players for such
ven°try
a
It"
he °fflCialS Can,t See the do this they might as
The opponents should throw dirt or grass at this team when they get thechance in order to pay them back. y 2 cn
The other team has equal opportunity to try the same thing, thereforethis team is justified in its actions. 8 n t ,
o£
e
»e“’
S aCU °nS are Unf3lr t0 the 0PP°nenCS a "d noC ln the ‘Plrlt
In little league baseball competition the coaches of some of the teams havebeen known to tell their players to participate in the ' :Stamp Act”. Thestamp act means that the players are to try to stamp on the umpire's feetw enever t ey can get close to him. The stamping is a means of protestin'*
an umpire s decision. Whenever a disputed decision occurs the coach callsout "Stamp Act and the players carry out the play.
a. Rather than argue, the players have an effective means of protestin'* the
umpire’s decision when they use the ’’Stamp Act”.
b. The coach has no business telling his players to do such a thing.
c. The players should carry out the Stamp Act since the coach says^this is
a good manuever,
d. This action is all right to use as long as the players do not really hurt
the umpire by stamping on him.
e. This action is all right as long as the umpire knows why the players aredoing the Stamp Act. It’s all part of the game.
Before face masks on football helmets were legalized by the rules a team
might wear them if the other team consented. Team A was playing team B.
Team B’s coach had consented to allow team A to wear masks. At°half time
the score was 21 to 0 in favor of Team A. Team B’s coach protested the
masks. Team B’s coach heckled the officials all through the second half.
a. Team B’s coach had a right to protest since his team was losing.
b. Team B’s coach had no right to protest since he had already consented
to team A wearing masks,
c. The coach was correct in protesting but not heckling the officials dur-
ing the second half.
d. The officials should have allowed team B’s protest and had team A remove
the masks the second half.
e. Team B should have put on masks to even their chances, rather than pro-
test team a*s wearing them.
An outstanding All—Aneri can footh-ii i r>i
play. When he started to^irtU * bliS*'"*^ l”' Ms ”uSh, t«WhChough the opponents might have handed the h =PP OT°hC he never stopped even
of the play. When asked why he p‘ ayed his w v he
*
""a
DbVlMSl
* °Ut
that once he started for a o\^Jr h y exPressed the opinion
he might injure himself.
6 C ° U n0t Stop
* If hG stopped suddenly
play 'football s'houM^xpect such action
™tStandins P 1^”- Those who
c.’ Se Anir !Can T riSht t0 3V ? id lnJ u^°himseu!
ntS *
d To" r S °n
Wh*n
•
•’
^v:s:c.^;rK’.= ~ —
^“th^V'T e" 3 “0ll -knD™ conference played a basketball game on oneof these team's home court. During this game, the vUitin* team's star L
manuever
0nS
!n
t
the
1
Ltu
t>ed “henCVCr he olssed 3 baak«. Pa«, rebound, or
revenge^v booing In II
°ther t6a!:!,s court
-
the b “<= crlwd tookby all the players on the opposition. They were retaliatingfor what the other team's hone croud had dole to their stL
lnS
a. Booing is a good device to use to rattle a player. If this could hole
b si«r iea M, in che f,rst sa!,e > such »««» *» Hght.
p
under'the circumltlnleir'^
te“' dUr ‘ nS rGtUr"^ ”aS Justiflable
"
nrAI^.flheTlalk!5
'" ^ h"" b°°°d ^ t“n ’* C”"d Sh’Uld
d. Booing individual players does more good than booing the whole team. Inthe second game, the spectators should have singled out one player.G * S
^°“ ld l *an t0 play unde ^ difficult situations. Having the crowdboo them helps them to ignore future experiences of the same nature.
f. ,
ach college football team taught the end player to use his knee onthe head of the opposing backfield player. He was to use this whenever the
opponent was trying to prevent the end tackling the kicker. After the endhad used this maneuver several times the opposing blocker would become afraid
of the end and let him by. The end player could never bring himself to fol-low his coach's Instructions.
It is possible that player's knees can come in contact with an opponent'shead during blocks, tackles, or evasive action: however, if this is done de-liberately the player could be penalized.
a. Such an action in football is unnecessary. The coach who advised, and
they player who would execute such action were wrong.
This action would be all right as long as the blocker is not injured.
The end player was right not to follow his coach's instructions.
The end player should follow his coach's instructions even though he felt
the instructions were wrong.
This is a perfectly good maneuver to use In football. The coach was right
in advising it and the player wrong not to do it.
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n :,Clced
e
your
e
c™ching
,:
it
Ched bal1 Kaitlnd t0 Sce lf “W™
-
-u‘f the bau - i£ ^
£he bau and ic •• -
Ask Che opponents lf they noticed whether you touched the ball Tf rho„did not notice, do not report yourself to the referee.
H X
vou
C
!hri
,
H
dlSC °Ver thaC the °PPonents noticed that you touched the bally s ould report yourself to the referee.
b.
d.
e.
fecoUd S“Ti 3CC3rdlnS Co che rules the game, must step on or tag
runnor wh
throwing to first base in making a double play. Thf
If the basenan's
t
rh
SeC!>nd b
!
Se £r0n £ ‘ rSt baSe 1SpUC ouC in this manner andm a t row reaches first base before the batter arrives the
second l
S °Ut T1 thUS 3 d °UblG Play ( ° r tW0 outs) is mde - Some bU-leaguebasemen have been known to deliberately pretend to touch or tagC
C T’
bfKmlSS * IMS all °HS then t0 cut da™ - time It fakes
double puff!
3 thr °W C ° £lrSt baS6
’
and enables chen to get more
3
‘ llTl
U * S bhS unP lre ' s J°b to tell whether or not the second baseman
t!!d ! wT £°a G hG Chrows > ,c ls aU right for the baseman to pre-en to touch to cut down on his time if he can get away with it.The second baseman is breaking the rules and should not do this.
s maneuver does not always help the baseman to get a double play sohe might as well try it. v J
This is all right for big league players to use, but school or minor learuplays should not use it, b
This is taking unfair advantage of the other team and therefore should
not be done.
b.
c.
d.
e.
A baseball team that is losing a game, realizes that an opposing player was
called safe at first on a tapped fly ball. The catcher of this team argues
that the ball was not trapped but legally caught. The argument continues
and the catcher calls the umpire names. The umpire finally evicts the catcherfrom the game.
a. No player, regardless of the team he is on should argue with an official.
b. The catcher should not argue. He should expect the person who trapped
the ball or some other teammate to do this.
c. It would be all right for a player or catcher to argue as long 3s be feels
the umpire is wrong and he is right.
d. He was justified in arguing since his team was losing. If they had been
ahead he did not need to argue.
e. A player is justified in arguing with the umpire since this is customary
in baseball, but he should not call him names.
1220.
A soccer player receives a chest high pass and taps the ball down to theground with his hand. The referee does not see this foul. (Soccer players
are allowed to play the ball with their feet, not their hands). The soccerplayer goes on down the field with the ball.
a. The player should raise his hand to indicate his foul to the referee.
b. It is the referee's responsibility to see these fouls. If he fails to
see then the player need not confess he fouled.
c. The opponents should tell the referee the player fouled.
d. As long as the player can get away with this action it is all right to
use.
e. This action nay have been accidental. If the player does this again
the opponents should conplain to the officials.
1.
In a chanpionship Little League Baseball gane, the score was tied. In the
final inning, with the last te3n at bat and a runner on third base, the fol-
lowing incident occured; The third base coach, an adult, called to the rival
tean's pitcher and asked to see the ball. The young pitcher threw the ball
to the coach, whereupon the coach stepped aside and let the ball go by. The
runner on third base saw the ball rolling away and ran hone scoring the win-
ning run. There is nothing in the rules which states that such action is
against the rules.
a. The urapire should make the runner go back to third base even though he
did not break a rule.
b. The umpire should make the runner go back to third base, and speak to
the adult about such tactics.
c. The pitcher should have been smart enough not to do such a thing, there-
fore, what happend was all right.
d. This is a perfectly good baseball maneuver and the adult coach was jus-
tified in using it.
e. Such action is all right for older baseball players, but not for use on
Little League players.
2.
Horse shows include events in which riders are Judged on their ability and
skill in riding. Other events involve judging the performance and appear-
ance of the horse, not necessarily the skill of the rider, although a good
rider can help a horse perform better. However, some horses perform well
or poorly regardless of the skill of the rider.
During a horse show it became common knowledge that an outstanding horse,
who was entered in an event where his performance was to be judged was eas-
ily upset by loud whistles. A rival stable, wishing the horse to lose and
their horse to win, stationed people around the outside of the ring. These
people were to whistle loudly whenever the horse went by. The horse was up-
set, performed poorly, and lost the event. The rival stable's horse won,
a. The whistling was unfair. The favored horse should be allowed to per-
form without distraction,
b. The judge should have allowed the favorite to win since he must be aware
of the distracting influences.
c. The losing horse's owners should conplain to the judges so they could stop
the people whistling.
d. Since the favored horse's weakness was common knowledge, the rival
stable's action was justified,
e. If the horse was really good and deserved to win, it should not be dis-
tracted by such actions and deserved to lose.
nants to foul sL^T “T t0 SoC u? P 1^ 3 whlch «usc the oppo-£ * Sw3e Players and coaches believe this is clever basketball
,
.
opponents cay foul out of the Sa.ne, and their teat, nay »a ia apoints by scoring on the free throws. °
a. Players should use such plays. The coaches are clever to direct theirplayers in such fashion.
Players vho disagree with this type of play nay learn then, if theircoach so directs but should not use such plays.
The
y
nrv
Sh0Ul
!!
r
^
USe
^
D play f0r coaches wh0 insist they use such plays.players should tell their coaches they don’t approve of such plays
7
but use then if he insists. p y
Officials, players, and coaches should agree to use such plays.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f a wrestler uses an illegal hold and hurts his opponent, the natch is
awarded to the victim. If an illegal hold is used and the opponent is nothurt, the opponent is awarded two points. During a wrestling natch wrestlerA used an illegal hold on wrestler B. The offical awarded two points to
wrestler B, but wrestler B«s coach cones out and tells wrestler B he is hurt.Wrestler B insists he is all right but the coach says, "No -- you are hurt."The referee had to award the natch to the "hurt" wrestler B.
a. Since wrestler A used an illegal hold, wrestler B was right to pretend-
ing to be hurst and to take his coach’s advise,
b. Wrestler B had no right to play "hurt" even though his coach told hin to.
c. The referee should have been able to judge whether wrestler B was "hurt”
or not. He should not have given the natch to wrestler B.
d. The coach had no right to influence his wrestler B. His wrestler was
put on-the-spot as was the official.
e. Wrestler A should not have used an illegal hold. Wrestler B’s coach
was right to tell his wrestler to be "hurt" to teach wrestler A a lesson.
When a nenber of a swinning tean entered a race he deliberately noved slowly
into his position in hopes that it would upset his opponents and make then
take false starts. His teannates, entered in other races, did the sane
thing. Swinners are allowed to take their tine in getting into position.
If, however, the swinners are obviously stalling, they could be penalized.
This is difficult for officials to deternine.
a. The opponents of these swinners should learn not to be upset by such
acti ons
.
b. This is all right to try since it probably works only on poor swinners.
c. This is all right since the opponents are not good enough to control
their starting.
d. The opponents will eventually catch on and would actually profit by hav-
ing this trick used against then.
e. These swinners are taking unfair advantage of the opponents.
A rather good goifer constantly tries to Improve his opponent's game. He
and so
n
fo«h!
3 °n £Very teUS the opP5nenC Mh3t club t» tse,
The good golfer gives the appearance of knowing all there Is to know.Inis is annoying to his opponent,
A good golfer should know that unasked-for advice nay upset his oppo-
nents. He should refrain from this practice.
Such advice nay be helpful to his opponents,
A good golfer should know that in tournament play a golfer nay receive
advice only from his caddy and therefore should not advise his opponents.Since his intentions are to be helpful his actions shouldn't bother his
opponents
.
a.
b.
c.
d.
In basketball the spectators and players often attempt to put pressure on
the officials by booing, talking, and yelling. This is a way of pressuring
the officials into becoming aware that the players and spectators expect
them to give the close decisions to their team,
a. This is perfectly all right.
b. This is customarily done and is a good way of putting the officials ,J on
their toes,"
c. It is all right to yell and talk but not to boo,
d. The spectators should assume that the officials try to be fair, therefore,
they should refrain from such action.
e. Such action probably does no good whatsoever so this is useless.
During a football game an ineligible pass receiver catches a long touchdown
pass and scores. The officials fail to determine that the player was in-
eligible, The score is allowed to stand.
a. The ineligible receiver should have confessed he was ineligible.
b. Since the officials did not see the error the player was justified in
keeping his ineligibility secret,
c. The coach or teammates of the ineligible pass receiver should tell the
officials about the error.
d. The players or coach of the opposing team should let the officials know
they had made a mistake.
e. Since the officials did not see the error nothing should bo done.
19.
125
The crowd booed their basketball coach when he removed a player fron th*game. The crowd showed the coach, by their actions, that they wanted ^e
£ers tho^h !
SanG * After thG saDe
»
the C03ch announced to the pa-
t
^at he was justified in removing the player from the game since itwas for the player's own protection. 8 C
a. The crowd has a right to disagree with the coach.
criticizing!?
0111 ^ ^ dGCisi °nS tD the coach *”d refrain from
The crowd has a right to disagree but should not boo.
r^}T,
nCh
^T 0VSA n0re ab °Ut thS CaEie than thG crowd SD the crowd ^ouldealize this and stop their criticisms.
The crowd's action is not unequal, and is unimportant in its effect onplayers or coaches.
b.
c.
d.
e.
20
. In informal golf matches when there are no officials to watch each competingplayer, some players fail to count all the strokes they take. This gives
°
them better scores and sometimes they end up winning the match.
a. The player who fails to count his strokes is actually harming his golfgame. He never knows how well or how badly he is really playingb. Since this occurs in informal matches it doesn't matter whether°players
count their strokes or not.
c. This type of player may never be a good golfer nor win important matches.
In important matches there are officials to check on players' scores andthis practice would be uncovered.
d. Mnce there are no officials, players should be extra careful in scoring
correctly and should call fouls against themselves.
e. This type of play is unfair and should not be tolerated.
21. A football coach tells his boys how, when he played in college, he was told
to stiff-arm the opposing star in order to put him out of the game. He
luaghingly tells Ol his success in achieving this assignment,
a. To injure an opponent deliberately is wrong. By laughingly telling his
players what he had done, the coach is setting a bad example.
b. Putting opponents out of the game is clever. By telling them how he
had achieved this, he showed his boys how they could do it.
c. Since the coach had been taught to do this, he must think such actions
are part of football therefore he was justified in setting such an exam-
ple.
d. Injuring players through legal means is good strategy. Any example in
support of this belief should be used by the coach.
e. Since his actions helped win the game the coach is justifiably proud of
his achievement.
h£
at °r 3 3 basketb311 sane sogs that an opponent is about to shoot afree throw. He stamps, whistles, and tries to distract the player,a. If other spectators were trying to bother the player, you would alsoUniess the officials stop you, you would try to bother the player.You would bother the player only if the score was close.You would not try to bother the player.
If you were the only spectator trying to bother the player, you wouldSlOp^
b.
c.
d.
e.
The timekeeper's whistle indicated the end of a wrestling match. The
wrestlers continued even tough the whistle had blown. During this over-time one of the wrestlers scored two points. The timekeeper°inf ormed the
official that the two points had been scored after the match had been ended.The coach of the team that had scored the two points, argued with the of-ficiai. The official compromised, since he was not sure when the match
en ed, and the two points were scored in a legal maneuver. The officialgave the scoring team one point and the match was tied.
a. Since the two points were awarded the wrestler, the coach had a riaht
to dispute with the offical and gain a compromise.
The coach should not dispute with the official since his wrestler's
points were scored in an illegal overtime.
The official had no right to compromise the situation. The two points
scored were illegal and he should have accepted the timer's word.
Since two points were scored as a result of the confusion over the
timer's signal, the official was right to offer a compromise.
The official should have allowed the two points to count since he was
not sure they were not scored before the whistle.
b.
c.
d.
e.
At a particular field house where basketball games are played, the coach
and substitutes for each team are seated underneath the basket, one team
at one end of the floor and the other team at the other end.
Team A and team B are playing when suddenly the play comes down under team
A's basket. Team A's coach stands up, leans over the shoulder of the offi-
cial who is standing under the basket and points to a foul which he thinks
the official should call,
a. Team A's coach was correct in pointing out the foul to the official,
only if the official missed the foul.
b. Team n's coach should not have pointed out the foul because the official
would probably call it anyhow,
c. Team A's coach was wrong. He should let the officials do their job
without interference, reminder, or attempts to influence their decisions.
d. Team A's coach was doing his job as a good coach. His action serves as
a reminder and keeps the officials alert.
e. The coach's actions are justified since it Is customarily part of his
job to show the officials what they should call and what they are missing.
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During the last 30 seconds of a tied basketball gane between two college
eans, t e players scranbled for a loose ball near tean si’s foul line. Thisresulted in a tie ball. After the official called the tie ball, tean B re-quested tine out and the official placed the ball on the foul line. Afterthe tine out, the official picked up the ball and awarded it to Tean A for afree tnrow, forgetting it was a tie ball. Tean A’s captain told the officialhe was wrong and the official accepted his word,
a. The official was correct in accepting tean A’s captain’s word.
Tean B should have corrected the official since they were being unfairly
penalized. 7
The official should have continued with the free throw regardless of
objections since he is in charge of the gane.
Tean A’s captain should not have objected to the decision, he should
have let tean B’s captain object.
Neither of the tean’s captains should attenpt to change the official's
decision. They should let the official discover his own mistakes.
b.
d.
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the I ' n° C r ab°Ve Che sh:,u lde”. Sons players will not swing atball when an opponent ls close but others concentrate on hitting tho°balland expect the opponent to get out of the way of the stick!
a. ince there is no rule against this action, players are justified.
rt’s « ^ aC the baU “h£n an ‘o standing close to thestick should be penalized.
c. If the players have not the nerve to play under such circumstances they
should not participate. y
d. Players should be coached to use and exercise caution in avoiding this
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n league bowling one person will score approximately half the time, then a
member of the opposite team scores the rest. This amounts to keeping scorefor about one and one half games. A bowler notices that the game being scoredby the opponents is being scored incorrectly and in favor of the opponents.
a. The bowler should call the matter to the attention of the opponents,
b. The bowler should ignore the situation.
c. The bowler should wait until his team is scoring and change the opponent’s
score.
d. After the bowler calls the mistakes to the attention of the other team he
should ask for a new scorer.
e. If the error is pointed out and not corrected, the team should refuse
bowl
,
to
Player A is playing Player B in a tennis natch. Player A beats B in thefirst set, 6 games to 1. B continually stops to tie hU shoes nine Meface every few minutes, and moves slowly into position for each olovPlayer B discovers that these actions upset player A c „ Jh
maneuvers and beats player A in the second and third’sets, winnin" the^match
E A hnu r' V50 Ch3Se ta ° C1CS SlnCC thay hcIpa« him^wint
c!
y r
t
ld use the sane tactics against player B.Player B shauld not take unfair advantage of Player A.
to^e^hem!
A C °Uld USe tHe S35K taCtlCS 33 Player B
> Player B right
Player A, if he were a good player, would not player B’s tactics bother
b.
c.
d.
e.
a f fa hat a CapCain a£ a teaa ls Che only «ho nay
court t ,
’ time-out, or ask for permission to leave the
P ^ 3 CMches feel th2t if they constantly complain of be-lng fouled when no foul occured eventually they will gain an advantage bydirect ng the attention of the officials to the opponents. It Is possiblethis night work with sone officials.
a. Conplaining about actual fouls is all right but not nonexistent fouls.
This particular practice influences only a few officials, probably poor
ones, therefore such action is all right.
This is a good thing to do because it nay help to determine which offi-
cials are good and which are not.
This action is not in the spirit nor within the rules of the gane and
should not be practiced.
Since this action is a violation of the rules, the officials should stop
this practice and enforce the rule.
b.
d.
A rider in a horse show is putting his horse through various naneuvers and
gaits’* required in that particular event. For example, the rider rides the
horse through walk, trot, and canter with the judge estimating the skill with
which the rider controls the horse and puts the horse through°his paces.
Another rider, in the sane event, tries to crowd, shove, and annoy the first
rider whenever the judge is not looking. If the judge sees the second rider
doing these things, he can disqualify him, but unfortunately he does not.
The first rider does not know what to do. He should:
a. Report the opposing rider’s actions to the officials in charge of the show.
b. Ask the opposing rider to stop crowding and tell him that if he does not
stop he will report him to the officials.
c. Ask the other rider to stop and threaten to crowd hin if he does not stop,
d. Wait until the show is over and then report the opponent's actions to the
show officials after telling the opponent he is going to do this.
e. S imply ignore the opposing rider and pretend that nothing is happening.
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35. In a baseball game a base-runner was forced to run from first to ep^on^ *when the batter hit the ball toward second Thf k
second base
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throw to fir *
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’
the base - runner sh:,uld have avoided the second basenan.
« t \i isk 3f belns called out by the U^ lre lf he “»ge away with it, he might as well try.
c. The base-runner was doing what is common by running into the baseman inorder to prevent another out.
d. The base-runner should get in the way of the second baseman rather thanknock him down,
e. Basemen expect this type of action from base-runners, so it was a risk-he should expect such things to happen, and try to avoid the runner.
36. n a orld Series baseball game one of the pitchers had a no-hit, no-run game
up o t e last batter. In the last half of the last inning, the batter atbat had a count of 3 balls and 2 strikes. As the pitcher delivered the ballthe umpire called '‘Strike three, you are out.” The batter objected violentlybut the game was over and tie pitcher had won his no-hit, no-run game. Later
the batter told newspaper reporters that the third strike was wild and the
umpire probably had called it a strike just to give the pitcher the glory of
winning a no-hit i/or Id Series game. It was also known that the umpire in
question was retiring and this was his last game.
a. Since winning a no-hit game in the World Series is almost unheard of, the
umpire was justified in calling that last pitch a strike regardless of
where the ball was. The batter's team would have lost anyway,
b. Big league umpires are very good and they very seldom make mistakes. The
batter was wrong and the umpire right,
c. The batter should not have protested the umpire's decision in the first
place, much less go on to announce later that the call was wrong.
d. It was all right for the batter to object to the third strike during the
game but he should not have said anything later.
e. It is possible the umpire was wrong but since he was retiring and the pit-
cher had done so well, he was justified in calling any kind of pitch,
’’strike three.”
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38. The groundskeepers have sprinkled line on hone-plate to nark it nore clearlyL~ Th inta , h”-P latd - The catcher, by sitting on hon^Cte Mocks
^ I
G U°?irG calls the runner safe, but the catcher stands uo andshows the umpire the imprint of home-plate on the seat of his pants. The
t
e
Ln nh the runner was out since he could not possibly touch hone-pla e while e was sitting on home-plate. Blocking bases frequently occursand is commonly accepted as good play although it is against the rules.The catcher should object strenuously since he has unquestionable evidencethat the runner could not have touched home-plate.
If the umpire does not change his decision, the catcher should appeal tothe other umpire or officials.
You should accept the umpire's decision since he is the authority in thegame. J
a.
b.
c.
d. You should accept the decision but argue anyhow to let the umpire knowhow you feel.
e. Blocking home-plate takes unfair advantage of his opponent. If he earned
a run he should get it. The official's decision should stand.
J9. A fencer consistently makes comments, shouts, or stamps his feet as he attacks
his opponent. This seems to upset his opponent, but the first fencer is not
breaking the rules of the sport,
a. This is perfectly all right if the fencer is not breaking any rules.
b. If this is the only way this fencer can win, he is not really a good
fencer, and should not do such a thing.
c. The coach or officials should advise the fencer to stop this action.
d. The opponent should tell the other fencer what he thinks of such action.
e. Shouting, stamping etc., are not in the "spirit" of fencing. Fencers
should not do these things.
>0. A baseball player trapped a fly ball between the ground and his glove in what
appeared to be a spectacular catch. Such action is call "Trapping" and is
against the rules. The player wasn't sure che umpire saw him,
a. The player should have immediately confessed that he illegally trapped the
ball.
b. The player should wait for the umpire's decision and abide by it.
c. If the umpire ruled his catch illegal, he should disagree on the grounds
that he felt that the umpire could not see the play.
d« If the umpire asks him if he trapped the ball he should say he did,
g. If the umpire asks him, he should say he did not trap the ball.
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APPENDIX D
STUDENT SOCIETAL INVENTORY
"LIFE PROBLEMS"'"*
Name
:
School
:
Directions :
This is not a test. There are no right and wron?answers to the problems which you will find described in thisbooklet. Each person should decide what is best to do ineach situation. He should mark only those reasons which
express his own feelings.
Please read the problems carefully enough to be sureyou understand them.
Problem I
Bill was one of the key players on the football team
which was scheduled. for . an important game. In order to playhe had to pass examinations in all his courses. Because of
extra football practice, he did not know the answers to
several questions on the monthly English test, though usuallyhe was . a good student. He asked Glen who sat next to him to
give him some of the answers. The teacher suspected Bill had
gotten help and asked Glen about it. Glen knew that the
teacher would not forgive Bill and that Bill could not play
if it were known that he had gotten help on the English test.
What should Glen do? (Check which statement you
think is best
. )
A. Tell her the truth.
B. Say he knew nothing about it.
C. Suggest that the teacher had better ask Bill.
Why? (Check in the spaces below the reasons that express why
you believe the action which you have checked is best.)
REASONS
_____
1. Everybody at one time or another does something dis-
honest and is forced to tell a white lie.
2. Not even the most honest person likes a tattler.
3. Having cheated, Bill is not a good sportsman anyway and
not worth protecting.
1+. Some things are so important that it would be foolish
not to lie a little to gain them.
•Adopted from Taba and Havighurst as used in their
Prairie City Study.
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PUth would Put both Glen and Bill inb8d with the teacher.
—1£. The person who did the cheating should be the one totell the teacher.
Problem II
.
,
Earl is carrying a heavy study schedule and takespart in many interests and activities. He also works on
apending ®°«ey- Well toward the middle of theyear, the photography editor of the yearbook is found to beunable to manage the job, and Earl is asked to take his lob® s
.
is best qualified. Earl knows that if he accepts thisjob he will either have to drop his hobbies, drop a subiect.
or run the risk of getting poorer grades.
What should Earl do? (Check which statement youthink is best
. )
J
—
A. Under the circumstances he is justified in refusing thejob
.
B. He should accept the job.
Why? (Check in the spaces below the reasons that express why
you believe the action which you have checked is best.)
REASONS
1* Students in a school have the responsibility of helping
with school affairs.
__
2. No job on the yearbook is more important than grades
and subjects.
_
3» One does most for the school by keeping up one’s work
ana interests.
k* Personal inconveniences, such as having no time for hob-
bies, are less important than the success of the year-
book .
5> • Hobbies and interests help him during his whole life,
while his work on the yearbook will only make the year-
book better for one yesr.
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Problem III
,.
A oof-aiittee was appointed to take care of the scran
His task°was
n
that
a =hoob Bob »aa a member of the committee,s of weighing the scrap. The chairman who
tn
S
d£°E^
lar
>a
WaS careless in his work. Bob found it difficulto o his share well without also doing some of the work th^
man
lrw kh" S^P?osed to do * He spoke about it to the cha^r-
Sf!?;
b
^°
r
t ®
,
cha
;
rrnan nothing about it. Many other stu-dents defended the chairman because he was so well liked.
is the b^t
t
)
Sh°Uld B °b d° ? (Check which statement you think
5
he
t^
inS s that the chairman was supposed to do, andsay nothing ah out i~t .
Propose that someone else be appointed as chairman.D° Job wel1 enouSh to get by and not worry
about the rest. J
Resign from his job quietly.
B.
C.
D.
Why
'-u
_^?heck ln the spaces below the reasons that express whyyou believe the action which you have checked is best.)
—
# #
-
— REASONS
—
d * ^ ob lmP 0ptant enough for Bob to reveal the inef-ficiency of the chairman, even if that makes Bob
unpopular
.
—
2. Bob's duty is to act as a committee
, member ; he will notbe thanked for butting into the affairs which are not
his business.
3* People who complain about how things are run are not
well liked.
4« IP Bob resigns, the scrap activities are likely to be
organized better.
5. Under the circumstances there is nothing Bob can do
about poor leadership except to get out.
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leadership!
66 t0 ^ th&t U is d °ne Under effic ient
It’s all for a good cause, and so it really doesn’tmatter who does the work or who gets the credit for it
credit
?
k °n sornethinS for which another gets the
There is no sense in a person doing all the work tocover up another person's inadequacy.
lLB,°b , Crt ticiZe * the chairman > it will look as if hewants to be appointed chairman.
Poor work by the committee would not be Bob's faultbut it would still reflect on Bob if the committee madea poor showing.
By resigning. Bob will avoid being party to a failure.
r^
Ca
r
eless and inefficient chairman does not deservethe honor or privilege of his position.
Bob’s resigning would make the chairman face his
responsibility.
Problem IV
.
Carl and Jim were friends and kept their books and
coats in the same locker. Both boys were interested in read-ing a great deal and took out books from the school library.Carl had a job helping to check books out in the library.
One day a new and interesting book for which there was a long
waiting list disappeared. The librarian asked Carl to find
out where the book was. Carl asked Jim about it, but Jim
said he knew nothing about the book. Three days later Carl
was cleaning out the locker and saw the book among Jim’s
things
.
What should Carl do? (Check which statement you
think is best
.
)
_
A. Take up the problem with both Jim and the librarian.
Give Jim a chance to return the book unnoticed.
C. Let the matter pass.
Why? (Check in the spaces below the reasons that express why
you believe the action which you have checked is best.)
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ship wi th^Jim?^
““ rlSk °f iraPail'^S his friend-
?“ fcy to reP°rt things he has found outaccidentally outside the library.
In this case, honesty is a better
ing a friend.
Jim's friendship with Carl obligates Carl to help Jim.If Jim disobeyed the rules, he should face the conse-quences for doing it.
It is no affair of Carl's if Jim wishes to breaklibrary rules
.
"Borrowing" books in the way Jim did is being unfairto other students and should not be overlooked.
policy than protect-
Problem V
A school was planning an entertainment to earn
some money ^ for their athletic equipment. The dramatic club"
which was in charge assigned all students something to do.Some had parts in the skit; some arranged stage lighting;
others sold tickets. All the members of the club could stayinside during^ the entertainment. One boy who was not a member
of the dramatic club was asked to stand outside and keep
youngsters from climbing up on the window ledges.
What should this boy do? (Check which statement you
think is best.) -
A « This b °y should accept this task without questioning.
B. He should refuse to do it.
C. He should agree to watch only part of the time.
Why? (Check in the spaces below the reasons that express
why you believe the action you have checked is best.)
REASONS
1. He would probably be liked much better for doing his
job
.
2. He should not be expected to play stooge while others
were having fun.
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Since he probably was going to use the athletic eouinment, he could put in a little time watching. q PSince the entertainment was in the hands of the clubits members should be responsible for the worst lob/
than
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eople showed they had confidencehim and he should be proud.
The dramatic club had no right to ask him in the firstp JLac e
.
To refuse altogether would show him up as a person whocares nothing for the school.
In life there are always unpleasant things to be done,
and one
. should train oneself for them.
By working part of the time this boy has done all that
can be expected of him.
Everyone should contribute all they can to making the
show a success.
He should have an equal chance with others to watch thefun.
It is only fair that other students share in this
responsibility.
The entertainment is for the benefit of the school,
even though it was managed by the club.
Problem VI
...
Bob admires Paul very much and want s__to_belong to the
group that is often invited to Paul's house”. Once, while Bob
is visiting Paul with some other boys, Paul makes some quite
damaging remarks about Bill. Bob knows Bill only slightly,
but he is sure the things Paul says are not true. He also
knows that Paul gets angry easily when crossed and that Paul
is not likely to invite him again if he offends him.
What should Bob do? (Check which statement you think
is best
.
)
A. Keep quiet and ignore the remarks.
B. Defend Bill.
Why? (Check in the spaces below the reasons that express why
you believe the action which you have checked is best.)
REASONS
1. Such gossip and critical remarks are not serious enough
to make a fuss over them.
2. When someone’s reputation is at stake, it is cowardly
not to stand up for the truth.
3* Bob would be foolish to risk Paul’s friendship and that
of his group by defending a mere acquaintance.
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Problem VII
—
7 .
_
8 .
9 .
nartv at-
a junior in high school, has been invited to a
** s home * Mike’s best friends have also beeninvited and are all planning to attend. However, Mike’s mothervery much disapproves of Jim's family. Mike knows that Ms
Irnnw! fSo? ®£
ch a strong feeling on this subject that if she
ri
theJartL 1S £t Jlm ’ s horie he wi U- be forbidden toattend. Mike himself wants very much to go to the party andis sure that he will have a good time. What should he do?
..
. ^
I
L?’
OU were thi
!
student, what do you think would bethe best thing to do? (Check which statement you think is
—
A. He should tell his mother about the party.
—
B. He should go to the party and tell his mother about it
after it is over.
—
C. He should go to the party and say it is somewhere else.
Why? (Check in th.9 spaces below the reasons that express whyyou believe the action which you have checked is best.)
- REASONS
—
1. One should not deceive one's mother, even though one
may suffer thereby.
.
2. What parents do not know does not hurt them.
3. To keep a family happy and to avoid
. arguments
,
it is
best to tell only that part of what you do which will
not upset them.
It is all right for the young people to do what their
parents disapprove as long as they tell afterwards.
5. Being honest with parents and having them trust you is
more important than an evening of fun.
8. As long as nothing wrong is done, it is better to tell
an occasional untruth than to aggravate parents.
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quiet than to tell an outright lie
trvinp t!
6?e ? tart « d 8 group in school, which had beeny g o do something about keeping order in the halls and
soHTr\i.n Wh^ they Were doinS- Against George -s advicem^ of the members used bossy methods and got into a scranwith some of the students. The result was that this group Pbecame unpopular and became known as a police squad. Membersof this group were shunned by others, and several of George’sfriends made fun of him. L 3
... .
.
W*at should George do? (Check the statement youthink is best
. )
J
A « Stop working with the project.
— o‘
S£ay with the group and k60P °n working on the project.
—
0. fry to help the project along, but drop out of thegroup
.
(Check in the spaces below the reasons that express whyyou believe the action which you have checked is best.)
REASONS
—
1. One’s reputation with friends is worth more than stick-ing with an unsuccessful group project.
—
2. It is not right to desert a group one has been working
with, in time of trouble.
—
3. If George gives up the project he will be regarded as
a quitter.
It. is foolish to be influenced by the razzing of
friends if one knows one is right.
—_
5. George has a perfect right to stop working with the
group because they did not follow his advice.
_____
6. By dropping out without deserting the project, George
might awaken the members of this group to their mis-
takes .
7 . It is not wise to be associated with a group that has
a bad name
.
-' fcra^Bsri,!s»ss,shss?.- -
-, °"i r.ri\TtSi£ lt„T '-" “'”•“*••• »'
-
11
' dofs^t^eservrauppoP??" ^ t0 SSt al °ng With others
ssjr.^Wui; sr^-ss-"* 1-
- 3
-
b unpopul ar'"group !
”PUtBtl0n by not
you the best !
6 1Ut three fa °Ulty member = «bo you feel know
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APPENDIX E
TEACHEP RATING INVENTORY ON STUDENT SPORTSMANSHIP VALUES
DIRECTIONS: The following questions cover some of the cur
list oryoir^bUi^ifthe- ^ ™ to^hei ur a il ty in the way in which you think
—
n- t-v _ would either behave or b e 1 1 a
v
dWVTE
—
s tuational statement. Your answers should be based uuon
L°Uv?ty?
rVati °n3 °f ^ Studenfc ' 3 behavior in da^o-Say
1* There is a rule in football that st
shall grant a time-out and stop the
of an injured player." During a co
clock was stopped twice, once a few
first half ended, and a few secondsby players "faking" injuries. This
enough time for one more play each
two touchdowns and tied the game.
— „ would believe
ates, "The official
clock for the removal
liege football game the
seconds before the
before the game ended,
allowed that team
half, and they scored
Do you feel that
this is right?
Yes No
2. Another rule in football states, "No player shall be in
or beyond the neutral zone (line of scrimmage) until thebal
?;
ls snapped.". There are some teams that are coached
?° the line^en on a team charge 1/2 a count beforethe balx is snapped and thereby aid them in "out charging”
the defensive line. They are operating on a percentage
plan that the officials who have difficulty calling "off
sides" on such plays will allow the play. Do you feel that
-
.
would believe this is right?
Yes No
3. During a close college basketball game a guard on team "A"
was outnumbered on a fast break by three men on team "B"
who were in possession of the ball. Realizing that his
chances of stopping them from scoring a field goal were
very poor, he went out and met them and fouled one of the
men before they could shoot and thereby prevented the
field goal. Do you feel that
would approve of this action? Yes No
'Adapted from the questionnaire used by Joy Kistler
in his study entitled "What Do We Know About the Attitudes
Which People Hold Regarding Behavior in Specific Situations
Occurring in Sports."
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4- A rule in basketball states* 4. • .
sentative of his team and my a^refPan' ^ffLls? repre :
to leave throourt!"
t0
TSirseL
a
the
m
nmi‘
0r
f
permi ssi
?
n
With an official. llmits o conversing
Plaining p^i^beSi^ed6iLTno fLl°occurre^ t™y
attention to
n
^h
ge by haV
^
S the Officials direct their
the snirit
f
^^L°PP?
nen
v
S * ™ s Practic9 is contrary to
who practice it^t-h
16
’
but ^y.Sain an advantage for thosen wit some officials. Do you feel that
—
— —
would approve of such practice?
Yos No
5* Do you feel that
it an example of
"boo" a
would consider.. . — v^uiia.poor sportsmanship for spectators tovisiting player who is shooting for a foul shot?
Yes No
6.
A rule in baseball states: ’’Any runner is out when he istouched by the ball (when it is not "dead”) securely heldin the hand of a fielder. The ball is not securely heldit is dropped or juggled after the runner is touched,
unless the runner deliberately knocks the ball from thefielder’s hand."
Ina World Series game in 1951, Eddie Stankey inten-tionally kicked the ball out of Rizzuto’s glove while slid-into secondhand was safe. Do you feel that
—
—
would approve of Stankey ’s action?
Yes No
7. Many times in baseball and basketball the spectators andplayers will attempt to put pressure on the officials by
y®liing, talking, and booing. This is a way of letting
the officials know "We expect more than our share of th9
close ones." Do you feel that
would believe this to be proper"? Yes No
8. During an intercollegiate tennis match Jack beat Bill (6-1)
in the first set. Bill realized that by using delaying
tactics such as frequently tieing his shoes, wiping the
perspiration from his face every few minutes, and by moving
very slowly into position to receive the next serve, he
could irritate Jack and throw him off his game. Using
these tactics, which does not violate the letter of the
rules, Bill beat Jack (6-4, 6-i|) and won the match. Do
you feel that would approve
of Bill’s method of winning? Yes No
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9.
11
During a close
playing Roger,
which John was
court line but
"out” and gave
been good so he
intercollegiate tennis match, John wasRoger made a nice return of John’s serve
unable to. play. The ball was near the backgood by six inches. The referee called itthe point to John. John knew the ball hadintentionally hit his next two serves intothe net to even up things. Do you feel that
would approve of John’s action?
Yes No
10. During a track meet "Fodunk" has a really good 1/2-milernamed Smith. Smith always likes to set thf pace, and onlyby doing this can he run a good race. John and Bill are
^
team-mates from. another school and are to run against Smith,As the race begins John and Bill sprint to the turn andJohn takes the lead and the inside lane vxhile Bill moves
second lane about 1/2 a stride behind John. Theybox Smith who is directly behind John and the only way he
*'ront
-*- s slow his pace and move out to thethird lane. Each time he starts to pass, John and Bill
speed up and as they are running the shortest distance they
are able to prevent Smith from passing. By using this
method they are able to beat Smith who was unable to get
out of the "box.” Do you feel that
would approve of this action to win a race?
Yes No
A football coach tells his team how to stiff-arm the oppos-
ing star in order to put him out of the game. Do you feel
that would approve of this
type of strategy? Yes No
12. On a close play at home plate the umpire calls the runner
safe; the catcher, believing that the runner was out, pro-
tests vigorously. Do you feel that
would approve of the catcher protesting the umpire’s decf-
sion? Yes No
APPENDIX P
teacher rating inventory ON student societal values*
ability in the way in which you think ^
would either behave or believe in eachTi tuational st atem ent
T
an
^
W
?
rs
.
sho
Vld be based upon your observations of the student s behavior in day-to-day activity.
If you believe that the student’s behavior or beliefsreflect agreement with the statement, circle theletter Aopposite the statement.
ftTi Kcu V y0U are uncertain as to what the student’s behavior
statement!
^ refleCt
'
circle the letter u opposite the
y°u believe that the student’s behavior or beliefsreflect disagreement with the statement, circle the letter D
opposite the statement.
There should be only one mark for each statement.Answer every statement.
A U D 1. You should not say unkind things to another person,
even if he greatly irritates you.
2. You cannot be expected to always consider whether
what you say or do will hurt the feelings of others.
3 * Young people can be forgiven for doing some things
they know are wrong if other people are doing them,
too
.
4 * When things need to be done, it is priggish of per-
sons in a group to keep on raising questions about
the rightness or the wrongness of proposed acts.
Honesty is the best policy” may be a good motto,
but in real life one cannot be successful by being
completely honest.
A U D 6. No one is an honest person unless his statements can
always be relied upon.
A U D 7. You should support all the actions of a chosen
leader, even if you sometimes disagree with his
ideas or ways of doing things.
A U D 8. Students should not be expected to turn out to th^ir
school games when they are very tired or busy or
when they have something else important to do.
A U D
A U D
A U D
A U D
*
"Student Beliefs" inventory as used by Taba and
Havighurst in their Prairie City Study.
A U D 9.
A U D 10.
A U D 11.
A U D 12.
A U D 13.
A U D 14.
A U D 15.
A U D 16.
A U D 17.
A U D 18.
A U D 19.
A U D 20.
A U D 21.
A U D 22.
A U D 23.
A U D 24.
A U D 25.
A U D 26.
A U D 27.
A U D 28.
Vfeen assigned a somewhat difficult task at school orby you* employer, you should be expected to work itout yourself without the aid of adults.When a school has rules they should be obeyed, regard-less of how stupid or unnecessary you believe them toDO*
righ\ t0 be late t0 a meetinE if you knowthat other people are going to be late also.Some persons are naturally carefree and forgetful
and so they must be excused when they fail to com-plete assigned duties.
Students who do not attend the school games, plays,
and parties are poor citizens.
When you accept a job you should complete it, regard-less of what happens to make it difficult to do so.A person should not feel obliged to be friendly or
attentive to persons who have few friends, because
they do not know how to get along with people.
People who are busy cannot be expected to go out of
their way to be friendly to others who do not matter
to them.
Even though you may be called "preachy" for doing it,
you should not hesitate to tell others when certain
of their acts are wrong.
It is not really wrong to exaggerate stories of what
you have done.
People who have put off completing their school work
should not be given extra time by their teachers to
get their work in.
A person who has stolen only a few times is not
really a dishonest person.
When an adult tells you to do something which is more
difficult than you thought it would be it is best to
let him take over the task.
If you find an article of little value it is foolish
to spend time searching for the owner.
When it is "quitting time" you should feel free to
leave your job, even if the task on which you are
working is not quite finished.
Regardless of what happens to you as a result of it,
you should challenge untrue accounts about another
person when you hear them.
It is usually wise not to uphold' the minority.
Students who are not interested in school parties or
dances should not be expected to attend.
People will regard you as a more sincere person if
you are not trying to be friendly with all kinds of
people
.
It is foolish for a busy person to take time to cheer
up someone who is unhappy because of his own fault.
A U D 29.
A U D 30 .
A U D 31.
A U D 32.
A U D 33 .
A U D 34*
A U D 35.
A U D 36.
A U D 37.
A U D 38 .
A U D 39.
A U D 41.
A U D 42.
a u d 43.
a u d 44.
a u d 45.
A U D 46.
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Borrowing things without permission and then foreet
st7slTn^
etUrn th6m t0 thG~ ia no better^'
be^rnni ?^
1,8 are 30 imP°rtr.nt that it wouldfoolish not to cheat a little to gain themStudents should not insist that a teacher explain tothem why they were given a low grade even thoughthey believe the low grade to be undeserved.
ve?y
r
true
W
fhend!
S t0 fri£mds ° annot be 8
You should not tell your friends about things whichgo wrong in your club or on your committee.When you have not the time to keep up your lessonsand your friendships, it is better to SgLct ylurlessons than your friends.
You should not risk being regarded as a bore or pestby urging others to support a club or organizationto which you belong.
When the school is run in such a way that student
rights are disregarded, or an injustice is done to
certain students, you should protest against suchpractices, even though you may suffer from doing so.is all right to copy an answer from a neighbor’spaper if you know the answer but cannot remember it
at the moment
.
You should report people who make a habit of taking
other students’ property.
In case of important decisions one should not choose
ways which are easier, pleasanter, or will get him
farther if these ways are not also morally right.
Some matters in~XIfe are 'so Important that it wouldbe foolish not to lie a little in order to gain them.
You are justified in refusing to go to Sunday school
if only a few persons of your age attend.
A club should not expect you to do tasks which you
are not willing to do.
A busy person has the right to refuse to do a job
which will benefit a club to which he belongs but
which will not benefit himself.
Students who know the required subject matter should
be given high grades even if they haven’t completed
all the required work, such as reports, notebooks,
etc.
A student need not feel thst he should straighten up
a disorderly room at school if he was not responsible
for the disorder.
When you see another student misusing school mate-
rials you should not interfere in what is his own
affair by trying to stop him.
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A U D 47 .
A U D lj.8 .
A U D 49.
A U D 50.
A U D 51.
A U D 52.
A U D 53.
a u d 54.
A U D 55.
A U D 56.
A U D 57.
A U D 58.
A U D 59.
A U D 60.
A U D 61.
A U D 62.
A U D 63.
A U D 64.
be?i ^°L SOi2S Sr°Und With friends whosel efs of right and wrong and whose standards ofbehavior differ greatly from yours.
You need not feel obliged to keep a promise if youhad to make it hurriedly or thoughtlessly. y
You need not Teel under any obligation to do things
vnn
S
h^°«
1
f
Whi
S
h haVe n0t been es P ecia lly assigned toyou by a teacher or a student officer.
Students who are not willing to do the minor and
somewhat boring tasks to help the school and teachersare not really good citizens of the school.
Stars in athletics and other school activities should
not be expected to be punctual about other school
work
.
Friendliness is all right with persons whom you like,but many people are too boring to bother to befriendly with them.
It is all right to use without permission small
of money (fifteen or twenty cents) belonging tofamily.
You should drop a friendship if your reputation
endangered because “ *
'
been a loyal one.
sums
your
is
of it, even though that friend has
You. should never have anyone telephone your employer
saying you are ill when you cannot come to work for
another reason.
You should not hesitate to express your beliefs
before friends who may not agree with your convic-
tions .
There is nothing wrong in telling your parents that
you were in on time when you really came in about an
hour late.
It is all right to listen to dirty stories, even if
you. believe that it is not right to tell them.
It is wrong to try to avoid a subject where you know
your honest opinion differs from that of others and
discussion on this subject would cause you to express
a contrary opinion.
A really fine person should avoid an unpopular polit-
ical or social group.
When traveling you should take time to write to your
friends
,
even if the time it takes causes you to miss
visiting some points of interest,.
When conversing with a friend you should remember to
say pleasant and complimentary things to him.
At a party you should try to make strangers feel at
home, even though that causes you to have to neglect
some of your friends.
It is best to let others tell you when they want to
do things with you and not suggest them yourself,
since they may prefer being alone.
A U D 65.
A U D 66
.
A U D 67 .
A U D 68 .
A U D 69.
A U D 70.
A U D 71.
You should not invite newcomers in your school t-n c
wili
y
Wsnt
y
them^°
ne UnleSS y°U C e°Jo$S *
nofassizLri J
OIT“^ e sh?uld expect club members
tional htlp i^needed!
0^^^ 6 t0 h6lP the"’ if Eddi ’
One should not stick with an organization, no matterhow worthwhile, whose members often do not come to
^ f6rh ln Eeneral, there seems to belittle enthusiasm for the organization.
whJwv>h0T P00m °r Class decides to do something
hp^
h
^^
hey
-
k
u?
W y0U d0 not care t0 suPPort
,
youave the right to refuse to help them.
*
o?her
h
people?
Ver °ritioize or talk 8b™t » friend to
If you see things which should be done at home oraround your place of work, it would be foolish to dothem unless you were asked to do so.
Students who give much of their time to the school's
activities should still be expected to work hard attheir studies and not expect special allowances fromtheir teachers.
A U D 72. You need not feel obliged to be faithful to a friend
who has done something bad to you.
A U D 73 . Talented people should not be expected to do the
simple and uninteresting jobs of the school or of an
organization.
A U D 74- It is unforgivable to refuse to help a friend in dif-ficulty, regardless of how much trouble it causes
you to render such aid.
"A “CJ D 75. One should work hard for the school when needed, evenif this means giving up an after-school job which is
not a necessity but which would help ease the family
financial affairs.
A U D 76 . It would not be fair to speak against a candidate
who very much wants the office, even though he would
not make 8 good officer.
A U D 77. Your family should not expect you to give them any
•
—•—-money which you earn.
A U D 78 . A good father is one who places emphasis on the
financial support of his family rather than on the
character development of the children.
A U D 79. Everyone should belong to several friendship croups,
"gangs,” or clubs.
A U D 80. High-school -age people cannot be expected to show
much interest in the affairs of their parents or
other adult members of their family.
A U D 8 l . Although everyone should stand by the right when
forced to express an opinion, the best thing to do is
•to keep out of situations which call for the expres-
sion of an opinion.
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A U D 82
.
A U D 83 .
A U D 84.
A U D 85.
A U D 86.
A U D 87.
A U D 88.
A U D 89.
A U D 90.
A U D 91.
A U D 92.
-A U D 93.
A U D 94.
A U D 95.
A U D 96.
A U D 97.
You should defend the rights of all people evenpeople whom you dislike. P *
hip
8
,*'?
1’ 0112 t0 take candY t cookies, or other food atome if you are sure that your mother would notapprove of your taking it.
If an employer asks you to do a job you think is
gooTa Jo°h
r6fUSe t0 d °
-^rdless o? how
If you had to skip some of the things your employer
&.;* u *n >« *• ss
You should defend your family against criticism,
even if you know that such a criticism is true.To keep a family happy and to avoid arguments, it isbest to tell your family only that part of what youdo which will not upset them. J
Since the running of a business is not the responsi-
an emPl°yee f you need not be concerned
with the shady business practices of your employer.When at home you should put yourself out to befriendly with members of your family, even those who
are not always too friendly with you.
When it interferes with your job, you should nottalk in a friendly way with the customers on whom
you are waiting.
It is all right to tell slightly exaggerated stories
about your family if that is necessary to make them
appear in a better light.
You should not tell even a close friend about familv
quarrels or difficulties.
You should tell a referee that the other side should
be given. the basketball if you were the one who
knocked it out of bounds, when the referee did not
know who last touched it.
You should be willing to drop out of school to help
earn money for your family if your support is needed
If someone has "fallen down" on a responsibility, he
should not sgain be entrusted with a responsible job
Boys or girls should not be expected to help around
the home if they are busy and if a maid or another
adult is there to help.
When the father is finding it difficult to get along
on his wages, a high-school student should volun-
tarily help provide for the family, even if he is
prominent in school and must give up school activi-
ties to do this.
Upper-Lower
Lower-Middle
Upper-Middle
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APPENDIX G
GROUP SCORES IN PERCENTAGE TERMS
SPORTSMANSHIP INVENTORY
Athletic Participants Spectators Nonspectators
31 23 60 43 48 48
53 23 68 45 53 65
85 61 59 65 38 63
30 23 48 65 48 5o
58 46 81 33 70 53
44 63 28 28 63 78
68 38 55 43 48 71
30 75 53 80 58 5560 38 26 53 43 3360 45 30 73 58 23
38 25 61 55 30 58
68 5o 38 34 30
83 40 55 28
28 30
55 61
67
68
60
58
33
60
60
60
33
42
48
40 37 53 33 35 28 33 40 40 84 73
42 58 68 65 43 55 38 43 47 58
50 35 45 44 49 58 35 45 82 51
69 32 57 58 45 48 30 75 43 65
40 43 70 35 35 25 35 60 58 33
40 48 10 25 83 40 40 55 50
35 45 -43 35 48 43 20 43
63 35 40 70 43 39 50 60
60 78 38 17 23 39 38 56
30 45 30 33 43 38 43 60
18 35 28 33 45 18 25 65
50 38 33 25 48 50 48 30
45 38 33 45 40 43 70 38
33 44 33 35 36 30 53 50 48 30
38 40 35 48 53 38 60 64 70 33
30 25 40 38 24 18 28 28 63 36
75 38 18 43 33 48 43 35 78 20
43 55 48 53 2b 55 46 63 63
35 35 60 48 65 73 33 55 50
45 50 50 23 58 50 38
65 30 30 68 61 38 73
40 40 88 58 68 5 60
34 18 45 55 40 35 50
38 53 38 83 54 20 43
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APPENDIX H
GROUP SCORES IN PERCENTAGE TERMS
SOCIETAL VALUE INVENTORY
Athletic Participants Spectators Nonspectators
a
iH
T3
Tf
•ri
S5
i
U
®
PJ
P
SD
73 58
60
87 55
35 65
58 65
56 L|_2
71 52
75 48
54 52
83 k5
53 80
67 63
63 48
28 23
64 35
53 30
C f^
9
47 42
63 28
31 26
40 60
59 65
44 51
35 62
67 66
52 67
TJ
s
I
p
©
O
•J
61 58 46 55 50
58 36 51 59 89
48 53 60 74 5040 68 70 72 4436 76 69 70
I'1 1
3966 85 76 56 51
53 57 72 5o 67
72 41 41 40 4534 77 44 90 77
57 67 46 62 66
57 48 31 74
43 42 49 31
49 49 63 34
51
59 5o 52 38 54 50 63 42 70
63 63 52 56 20 79 42 54 4660 5i 56 44 64 38 27 51
83 31 61 50 48 47 41 59
79 64 29 60 50 35 62 34
70 52 72 59 46 45 71 3960 49 38 75 46 58 57
50 54 88 34 49 47 69
44 39 45 50 65 58 65
36 61 47 54 59 69 69
45 55 41 63 48 49 59
61 67 64 57 57 42 62
52 77 43 59 54 55 42
42
46
75
58
58
38
58
45
74
70
43
36 58 61 41 43 65 62 48 62 63
36 63 83 40 32 38 71 58 60 61
31 72 42 51 38 37 25 82 74 47
® 40 51 65 64 44 22 56 64 66
0 53 62 56 61 41 57 47 52 51
•J
|
78 79 60 63 26 76 79 47
u 57 53 71 30 68 70 81 42
<D
P 64 63 57 49 53 69 81p 45 53 30 60 66 30 51
64 33 68 73 51 46 54
63 47 63 65 56 • 74 63
Athletic
Nonspectators
Spectators
Participants
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APPENDIX I
SCHOOL SCORES IN PERCENTAGE TERMS
SPORTSMANSHIP INVENTORY
5
35 40
32 18
k3 53
48 33
45 35
35 40
78 18
45
35
30
85
53
31
33 58
25 55
45 83
28 30
55 38
58 18
48 48
25 28
40 65
48
48
23
68
School
38 30 30 33 40 10 55
38 61 75 33 34 43 35
53 38 33 38 40 5o
68 55 65 44 38 30
45 43 44 30
57 45 58 28
70 65 35 58
53 65 25 44
73 33 60 68
55 28 43 20
34 43 35 40
53 80 45 25
26 38 65 38
2
4° 37 75 33
42 58 38
50 60 45
69 38 25
40 68 50
40 83 40
35 23 60
63 23 68
60 61 59
30 23 48
18 46 81
50 63 28
kS 38 55
43 55 43 36 33
23 35 40 53 38
43 48 43 24 35
45 38 39 30
48 39 35
40 38 43
48 18 48
65 50 60
63 40 50
50 33 30
53 23 88
78 58 45
71 38
35 48
43 70
49 63
45 48
35 58
83 43
35 58
70 30
17 30
33 28
48 33
53 53
38
43 38 65 53 40 30 45 28 56 20
58 73 33 60 43 61 75 35 60 63
50 60 69 28 43 60 46 65 50
43 5o 68 43 25 55 33 30 36
60 43 60 55 48 20 50 38
48 30 58 73 70 5o 38 73
70 33 33 58 84 38 5 58
63 60 61 47 28 35 51
78 68 82 55 20 60
63 40 42 50 60
55 54 48 64 33
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APPENDIX J
SCHOOL SCORES IN PERCENTAGE TERMS
SOCIETAL VALUE INVENTORY
5 l
School
3 4 2
35
67
60
73
30
50
42
S3 2
8
£ o 26
<5 60
$65
ph 51
33
to
0+3
•H C
+3 Cd
47
61
83
42
65
56
77 41
67 62
57 66
57 67
43 59
49 63
58 60
36 83
53 79
68 4o
7£ 53
85 78
57
63 45
52 64
49 63
54 58
39 63
61
55
67
77
52
52
57
64
54 36
75 44
71 50
56
60
58 70
64 53
31 68
51 53
63 79
5o 62
52 51
61 72
45
34 52
72 48
53 52
66 42
36 65
40 65
48 55
58 44
61 58
48 63
63 67
60 53
45 67
52 35
23 36
35 36
28 31
64
53
49
47
63
31
40
59
44
m
fc
o
+3
cd
+3
O
©
P.
co
64 37
43 22
54 57
20 26
44 68
50
60
59
60
73
65
65
38
74 40 62 57 57 57
72 51 31 49 59 30
70 49 35 5o 68
56 53 43 79 63
50 54 32 64
40 63 38 48
90 42 44 50
75 38 4! 46
34 47 63 46
50 45 64
54 65 61
63 59 60
41 48 71
46 55 30
5i 59 49
60 38
70 56
69 56
76 61
72 29
41 72
44 38
46 88
48 45
42 47
49 41
BO
o
+3
cd
+3
O
©
P
co
C
o
$3
69 42
59 81
62 51
42 54
42
62
60
74
66
51
47
50 74 5i 47 50 64 67 74
44 31 59 76 27 52 45 63
39 34 34 70 41 79 77 63
51 51 39 53 62 81 66 61
59 42 57 66 71 69 46 47
43 54 69 51 58 30 75
70 49 65 56 47 46 58
42 62 48 58 74 58
55 71 69 38
70 25 58 58
46 56 82 45
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APPENDIX K
VALIDITY COEFFICIENT
SPORTSMANSHIP VALUE INVENTORY'”'
Pupil Student Test
Score - Part One
Teacher Rating
Score
X y
1 30 332 23 33
3 38 25
5- 40 58
5 48 75
6 55 75
7 38 58
8 40 58
9 35 50
10 36 50
11 60 67
12 58 25
13 40 42
14 23 36
15 45 58
16 34 58
17 38 50
18 55 58
19 53 67
20 58 67
21 31 33
22 53 50
23 35 58
24 32 50
25 18 8
26 30 33
27 48 72
28 45 52
29 45 73
30 46 58
1230 £= 1530
x = Ipl *= 51
w
Ten percent sample of student test population taking
the sportsmanship value inventory, r = .63.
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APPENDIX L
VALIDITY COEFFICIENT
SOCIETAL VALUE INVENTORY*
Pupil Student Test
Score
Teacher Rating
Score
X y
1 43 33
2 k2 39
3 53 33
4 51 39
5 56 82
6 57 42
7 31 76
8 61 74
9 46 76
10 67 57
11 6k 48
12 36 83
13 42 44
14 61 69
15 36 45
16 71 91
17 28 52
18 60 48
19 Ik 73
20 59 80
21 55 60
22 63 40
23 48 38
2k 60 72
25 70 78
26 55 60
27 85 66
28 48 58
29 76 81
30 38 45
31 57 64
32 67 7^
1= 16"5o 1 = 1800
7= 55 * = 60
*Ten percent sample of student test population taking
the societal value Inventory, r = .29.
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APPENDIX M
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENT
SPORTSMANSHIP INVENTORY*
Pupil Student
Score - Part One
Student
Score - Part Two
X y
1 40 37
2 45 55
3 55 55
4 40 35
5 40 40
6 65 60
7 55 63
8 45 35
9 20 25
10 40 50
11 30 39
12 45 30
13 5o 60
14 60 55
15 40 26
16 55 50
17 33 37
18 35 30
19 20 15
20 50 45
21 45 45
22 25 35
23 35 55
24 35 38
25 35 43
26 45 25
27 40 65
28 55 50
29 40 37
30 42 M\ = 1260 1 = 1275
3 = 42.0 R = 42.5
*Ten percent sample of student test population taking
the sportsmanship value inventory, r = .79.
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COLLECTIVE PAIRS OF TEST SCORES IN PERCENTAGE
TERMS—ATHLETIC PARTICIPANTS*
-p
G
©
'G
G
-P
CO
I
C
co
E
P
O
© Ph -pP *H C
P ,G ©
O © >
Ph C
CO M
•H P
CO o
-p©p)©PC
•H i—I ©
O CO >
o > c
CO w
I
G
p> cO P rH PG E o CO o© © Ph-P
-P © -P
-P *H G © P cP P ,G © •H rH ©
-p o m > O CO >
CO Ph G o > G
CO M CO l-i
I
C >>
-P cO p i—1 pG E O cO o© CO Ph P>
-P © -p
'G -P
-H C © p cP P £ © •H rH ©
P> o © > O CO >
CO Ph c O > G
CO M CO M
1 70 79 39 30 53 76 5o 672 57 60 40 50 63 77 45 52
3 45 63 41 35 53 78 37 23
4 68 59 42 55 79 79 58 355 53 67 43 38 62 80 40 28
6 38 66 44 25 51 81 42 64
7 38 62 45 40 72 82 5o 538 75 78 46 28 64 83 69 49
9 30 53 47 30 31 84 40 4710 38 40 48 30 31 85 40 63
11 73 41 49 38 51 86 35 31
12 53 57 50 40 63 87 63 40
13 80 85 51 43 50 88 60 59
14 43 76 52 10 70 89 30 44
15 28 68 53 68 54 90 18 35
16 43 53 54 44 75 91 61 65
17 55 36 55 58 71 92 23 55
18 38 58 56 40 33 93 23 44
19 6l 49 57 18 47 94 83 58
20 30 43 58 53 61 95 68 63
21 26 57 59 33 83 96 38 67
22 53 57 60 35 42 97 60 53
23 34 67 61 40 65 98 55 344 55 77 62 18 56 99 28 7225 35 64 63 32 30 100 81 53
26 45 45 64 43 50 101 48 66
27 65 Ik 65 48 42 102 59 36
28 40 63 66 45 28 103 68 40
29 34 58 67 35 26 io4 60 48
30 38 63 68 78 60 105 40 58
31 43 57 69 45 65 106 50 61
32 33 39 70 35 51 107 25 48
33 65 55 71 30 35 108 45 63
34 44 67 72 85 67 109 38 60
35 58 77 73 53 60 110 75 45
30 35 52 4 31 73 111 38 52
37 25 52 75 33 31 112 63 48
38 60 63 113 46 52
114. 23 42
K'Used to obtain the correlation coefficient of the
two test scores of students in the athletic participant
group, r = .20.
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COLLECTIVE PAIRS OF TEST SCORES IN PERCENTAGE
TERMS
—SPECTATORS*
1
>>p © k iH Cl
c E o © o© © CUP)
-P © -p
'd -P *H C © d
Ci © ©
-P O © > O © >
CO cu C o > c
CO M CO M
i
-P
c
© C. i—1
>>
Cl
c E o © O© © p<p> P> a) p
tj P> -H 3 © 3 33 © •H i—1 ©P o © > O © >
CO ft c O > 3
CO M CO M
i
P 3© 3 rH >>33 E O © O© © ftp P © P
'd P tH 3 © 3 33 C ,3 © •H i—1 ©p o n > O © >
CO ft 3 O > 3
CO M CO w
1 38 43
2 36 44
3 53 41
4 24 63
5 39 54
6 39 63
7 38 42
8 18 38
9 50 47
10 40 45
11 43 57
12 4o 49
13 43 35
14 33 31
15 23 49
16 58 63
17 43 64
18 48 61
19 60 60
20 50 71
21 30 57
22 88 68
23 45 63
24 33 57
25 38 59
26 35 50
27 30 46
28 35 46
29 48 74
30 65 72
31 63 70
32 5o 56
33 53 50
34 78 40
35 71 90
36 35 41
37 48 40
38 38 51
39 43 75
40 23 34
41 43 5o
42 45 54
43 48 63
44 68 60
45 58 73
46 55 65
47 83 65
48 30 38
49 38 37
50 18 22
51 48 57
52 28 26
53 65 68
54 33 64
55 25 43
56 45 54
57 28 20
58 55 44
59 58 50
60 48 60
61 48 59
62 33 30
63 53 49
64 35 38
65 43 56
66 49 56
67 45 61
68 35 29
69 83 72
70 35 38
71 70 88
72 17 45
73 33 41
74 48 46
75 53 5i
76 38 60
77 48 70
78 70 69
79 63 76
80 48 72
81 58 41
82 43 44
83 58 46
84 30 48
85 30 55
86 28 59
’"''Used to obtain the correlation coefficient of the two
test scores of students in the spectator group, r = .57.
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COLLECTIVE PAIRS OP TEST SCORES IN PERCENTAGE
TERMS-
-NONSPECTATORS*
Student
Sportsman-
ship
Inventory Societal
Value
Inventory
Student
Sportsman-
ship
Inventory Societal
Value
Inventory
Student
Sportsman-
ship
Inventory Societal
Value
Inventory
1 48 62 27 58 45 53 43 562 60 70 28 51 74 54 55 47
3 63 74 29 60 67 55 73 76
4 78 66 30 60 45 56 58 70
5 63 51 31 33 66 57 68 516 55 47 32 50 58 58 40 56
7 38 42 33 64 82 59 54 48
8 73 81 34 28 64 60 4o 42
9 60 51 35 46 52 61 43 54
10 43 46 36 33 79 62 43 49
11 33 54 37 50 81 63 25 42
12 43 69 38 38 69 64 48 55
13 58 59 39 5 30 65 70 70
14 50 62 40 35 46 66 84 46
15 43 42 41 20 74 67 47 5i
16 60 42 42 45 41 68 82 59
17 36 63 43 75 62 69 42 74
18 20 63 44 60 71 70 48 31
19 63 61 45 55 58 71 30 34
20 50 47 46 20 47 72 61 51
21 56 46 47 5o 58 73 60 5o
22 60 75 48 38 69 74 58 44
23 65 58 49 55 50 75 33 39
24 30 58 50 53 62 76 60 51
25 38 38 51 60 71 77 67 89
26 73 58 52 28 25 78 33 43
79 65 70
^Used to obtain the correlation coefficient of the two
test scores of students in the nonspectator group, r = .26.
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